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Businesses Fight For
Parking Privileges

city official who raised concern
when the City Council was discussing it. "I felt it would disThe Inland Empire African
' American
Chamber
of
he improved parking courage people from shopping
YCommerce will be holding their
enforcement methods downtown." she said. "We are
year end General Meeting on
used by the city have taken their trying to revitalize our downDecember 15, 1992 at Park
toll on the downtown area, in town area and this doesn't
help."
Avenue Baptist Church, 1910
Riverside.
Her concerns hit home, when,
Pennsylvania Avenue in
The problem developed when
Riverside, CA. The meellng
the city council and staff in an last Friday, her son had to go to,
time is 11:30 am. All business
effort to raise city revenues first the Riverside Court House,
people are encouraged to attend
came up with the solution of then to San Bernardino, and
-and network for financial
hiring an extra meter person and back to Riverside. This task was
advantage. Interested person
issuing hand held computers, to completed in about two hours.
,may call (909) 784-6467 for
catch more violators of the When he came out of the
Courthouse, he had a parking
more infonnation.
Parking Ordi~ance.
The issue was further compli- ticket. He was livid when he
·chino Hills Ford Joins
cated when, owners, employees, called Frizzel and relayed the
:•Toys For Tots
and customers began receiving incident The mayor has referred
: • Chino Hills Ford, joins the
an unusual number of parking the issue to the Parking
:·u.s. Marines' Toys for Tots protickets. The problem was com- Committee, which will meet
: gram and invites everyone to
pounded by the fact that people December 17, 1992.
The issue is also more com: -bring an unwrapped toy to the
who moved their car, or left to
( to~r - ehn.ona am~t,coon:tlnator, o i
nfant ealt Program (BIHP) and Joan Wooten,
: :OUno Hills location.
run an errand, were ticketed plicated because, the area's closphoto'grapherand'owner of The lmage;Maker, Joined for s to help combat the mortality rate
some 5 or 10 minutes after their est parking lot, Orange Tree
:: witfie you are there see the
Plaza is only allowed for workarrival.
: · 1993 new Fords, take a test drive.
pn~:!:~:::s~~;•~::;v:~~::n·~~
The Mayor, Terry Frizzel men in the Mission Inn, said Joe
bea~ltui ~ttfngs. ; Th.··~.".
frc>r? ~le~ar
wlH,~: to·,·. t.
HP. ~or more on this ~ory j said, she was the only person to Banks, the owner of a
:=Arch The Angel, 91st
um.topageA-3. .. c;,.,,,·wcs w . +i:
"'
./,, ,·.,;,
., ··
raise the issue, when , the Marketing firm. He demanded
: ·Airborne Division
improved
enforcement was dis- to be placed on the Advisory
The students & faculty of
Committee for Parking when he
cussed.
RFrCA would like to extend an
received
a ticket after parking a
The
Parking
Control
invitation to the public to come
few
minutes
in the parking lot.
Officers,
use
the
computer
to
out and enjoy their production of
His
ticket
was
$25 for parking
punch
in
all
the
license
numbers
a
part
of
an
international
force.
I
a Christmas musical entitled, BY U.S. CONGRESSMAN had literally withered away.
in
the
Municipal
Lot located
in
a
given
area.
When
they
believe
we
have
a
moral
obliga'There was nothing left to this lit"Arch The Angel, 91 st Airborne JOHNLEWIS
directly
behind
the
Main Street
return
2
hours
later
they
point
tion
to
help
the
people
of
tle girl but skin and bones. She
Division". The musical is directEmporium.
Banks
said,"
I had
the
hand
held
computer
in
the
he situation in Somalia barely had strength to move her Somalia. The international
ed by Sis. Beverly Johns, and
been
in
and
out
and
I
returned
direction
of
the
parked
cars.
If
is unlike anything else head or her limbs. I looked at her, peacekeeping force should focus
will be held on December 18,
in modern history. I and I was stunned. How could on the distribution of the humani- the car whose license number for a very short while, less than
1992, 7:00 pm at 2355
recently traveled to Somalia with this be? How could this happen? tari supplies. At the same time. was punched in is located any- 1/l hour, when I received :. tickPennsylvania Ave, Riverside.
must realize that our involve- where within a given zone, a et. I wasn't in my office for 2
For more information call several of my Congressional col- I still think about that little girl,
ment
cannot be short-tenn. We ticket is issued. It does not mat- hours all day." he said. Banks
(909) 788-0170.
leagues. We saw suffering, mis- and I wonder if she sur.rived. If
must
work
with the U.N. to help ter if they have moved and has been invited by the city to
she
did,
it
would
be
a
miracle.
,
ery and starvation on a scale that
rebuild
a
government
in Somalia. returned. They still get a ticket. join the Advisory Committee.
RTA Offers Free Rides
I
returned
from
Somalia
is incomprehensible to those who
Last week City Manager,
Mayor Frizzel, said in a teleOn Candy Cane Express have not seen it with their own believing that the United States We must act now, but we must
The Riverside Transit eyes.
can and should take a leadership clarify our goals. In addition to phone interview with Black Larry Paulson, said the restric:Perhaps the most dramatic role in the United Nations to help sending in troops for a limited Voice News, she w~s the only CONT IN U ED ON B-8
Agency is once again bringing
the spirit of the holiday season moment of my visit was meeting solve this tragedy. Therefore, I CONT INUED ON B-8
to Western Riverside County a mother who carried her toddler support President Bush's offer to
with free rides aboard the RTA daughter in her anns. The child send U.S. peacekeeping troops as
Candy Cane Express.
and patios, a five story open air
The Candy Cane Express is
chapels.
an RTA bus festively decorated
Occupying an entire city rotunda and a circular wroughthe
Windsor Hotel
like a large candy cane and drivCompany, a subsidiary of block and encompassing iron staircase. In addition to the
en by Santa or Mrs. Claus.
the Bel-Air Hotel Management 320,000 square feet, The on-going construction activity,
Whenever the Candy Cane
known if she fought for the car Company has been selected to Mission Inn is located in down- the Inn became a living museum
Express appears at any bus stop,
reopen and manage the historic town Riverside, California. The showcasing artifacts collected
arjacking is suspected to or not.
' passengers who are taking that
be the motive for the
Detective Jerry Jones, Mission Inn located in Inn began as a two-story adobe from around the world. A large
particular route will ride free.
death of a 29 year old woman President of the Inland Peace Riverside, California. The guest house in 1876. In 1902, number of the artifacts remain
RTA
hold a kick-off for and the shooting of an officer Officer's Association said, he announcement was made by Frank Miller began to expand on the property and will be disthe Candy Cane Express on this week in a moderate income was shocked and saddened by Duane R. Roberts, Chainnan of the original facilities, a process played in a museum contained
Monday, December 14 at 10 am area near the Shandin Hills Golf the event The organization met the Board of Entrepreneurial that took over thirty years to within the Inn.
Over the years, the Inn has
, at the Moreno Valley Mall - Oub, in San Bernardino.
last week to discuss the recent Capital Corporation, an invest- complete. The finished project
Mall entrance near Harris'.
The victim, Sherry Collins, rash of carjackings and a method ment firm headquartered in incorporated design elements hosted numerous dignitaries
from throughout the southwest- including five United States
was shot in front of her 5-year- to get the word out _to people of Riverside.
Maple Leafs Co-Sponsor old daughter, who summoned how to live through one. The
Windsor Hotel Company ern United States and several Presidents while in office. The
Pancake Breakfast
help.
organization had sympathy for plans to open a portion of the Mediterranean countries with Inn also hosted the marriage of
· On Saturday, December 19,
Ed Brock, an officer at Collins and are hoping for the hotel, approximately 50 guest particular influence from the fonner president Richard Nixon
1992 from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm, California State University, San speedy recovery of Brock.
rooms and the restaurant and California missions. It incorpo- to Pat Nixon and the honeymoon
the North Fontana Parade Bernardino came upon the inciJones gives the following bar, on December 30. The rates the work of several of Nancy and Ronald Reagan.
Committee in conjunction with dent and took out after the sus- advice, "If someone tries to remaining guest rooms, banquet California architects including
John A. Barber Lodge #71 will pects. As he tried to stop them, hijack your car, give the keys to facilities and food and beverage Arthur Benton, Myron Hunt and
For additional information
host a Pancake Breakfast and he was shot three times in the them; your car is not worth dying outlets will open in March 1993. G. Stanley Wilson. The Mission call (310) 575-4847.
Christmas Party.
In full operation, the Mission Inn is a National Historic
stomach.
for."
The event will be held at
Detective Dale Blackwell
Funches was apprehended and Inn will feature 240 guest Landmark and is also listed on
Jessie Turner Center, 6396 reports San Bernardino resident, his accomplice was last seen on rooms, includin_g 30 suites, the the National Register of Historic
Citrus Avenue, Fontana. There Mitchell Funches, 24, is being Ranch Road and at Kendall Spanish dining room and patio Places and is a State of
will be presents for the children charged with attempted murder, Drive and University Tuesday and two lounges. The property . California Historic Landmark.
and Santa Claus will fly in by being a felon in possession of a night. Witnesses with more also features 10,000 square feet The Inn represents a blending of
helicopter!!! . Donation for firearm and brandishing a information should call San of meeting and banquet space, architectural elements; flying
breakfast is $3.00.
weapon at a police officer.
y Fitness Boutique's 4th
Bernardino police detectives at an outdoor Olympic-size swim- buttresses, domes, a bell tower,
For more infonnation call the
ming pool and two wedding clock towers, interior courtyards annual Black Santa Christmas
Brock. the parliamentarian for (909) 384-5742.
909-350-6786.
Fairyland will be here once
the Inland Empire Peace Officers
again on Saturday, December
Association was upgraded in
19, 1992. The hours will be
serious condition at press time.
High School. She continued her children were born. Valencia, o
from 11:00 am to 5:00 pm.
The young woman was just
Your children are invited to
moving out on her own to a new
eloris Teresa Hollinger, a studies at the Plattsburg School Beverly Hills and Gary Allen, o
apartment
and
new
life.
It
is
not
Rialto
resident
died
of
Business
in
New
York
and
Rialto.
enjoy
a wonderful day with
Issues & Opinions.......A-2
Santa. Encourage them to bring
December 1, 1992, after a long received a Bachelor's Degree in
Tony Rrown .................A-2
illness.
Business Administration from
Additional survivors include their Christmas list to give to
Lifest~·les .....................A-3
two
sisters, Johnnie A. Miller o
Santa. Of course, he'll have to
Deloris was born in Louisiana California State Polytechnic
University,
Pomona.
Riverside
and
aeo
Marie
Ruffin
check
to see whether they've
to Grady Lewis and Ira D.
Business Director~ ......A-5
Deloris was a 27 year man- of St. Louis, Mo., brothers, been naughty or nice!
Alford who preceded her in
Religion .......................A-7
William Samuel Ross was death. At an early age, she unit- agerial employee of Pacific Bell, William, preceded her in death,
Don't forget to bring your
Commun ity ................. R- 1
born the second child of John ed with the Early's Chapel retiring in 1991. She was active Aluster Alford of Los Angeles, $5.00 to get a beautiful 5 by 7
· and Lillian Ross, in Richmond, C.M.E. Church. She later was in numerous civic and service Lewis Alford of Altadena, Harry color picture with Santa.
Moreno Valley .............B-2
Virginia October 10, 1915. He baptized at the Second Baptist organizations, including the Alford of Riverside , Curtis
There will be all sorts of
Youth Scene ................. R-3
had four brothers and one sister.
Rialto
Chamber
of
Commerce,
Church
where
she
united
upon
Alford
of
Oakland,
and
Clarence
goodies
and treats for the kids,
Entertainment ............. B-4
Although he graduated from
Urban
League,
Telephone
E.
Alford
of
Florissant,
Mo.
not
to
mention
a Christmas
arriving
in
Riverside.
high school and pondered further
Sports ........................... B·S
Pioneers
of
America,
Black
cousins,
Helen
Baker
and
Ruth
reading
and
Dance
program.
Her
education
began
in
education, his father died at a
Automoti,:e .................. 8 -6
There will also be a drawing
relatively early age and William Louisiana at the Princeton's History, Inc. and the Elites Oub. Butler, eight nieces, six
Deloris was married to Gary nephews, and a host of friends to lots of Toys!
Legals/Classified ......... H-7
CONTINUED ON B-8 Elementary where she graduated
with honors from Princeton Smith. To this union, two lovely and relatives.
I

BY MEGAN CARTER
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Defini"ng The U.S. R le In Somalia
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Windsor To Manage Riverside Mission Inn

Carjacking Leaves Woman
Dead And Officer Wounded
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4th Annual Black
Santa Christmas
Fairyland
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Rialto Resident Dies After Long Illness
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Do You Have A Moral Compass?
•

LE"fTERS TO THE EDITOR
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trained monkey working for me
than a nigger."
Those remarks were allegedly
made by Cincinnati Reds owner
Marge Schott who admitted that
she occasionally used the word
"nigger," but denied the entire
"monkeynigger" characterization
attributed to her by Sharon
Jones.
But Jones, ex-Oakland A' s
,
official, stuck to her story which
•
was then corroborated by a
Cincinnati businessman who
said Schott referred to former
Tony Brown
outfielder Dave Parker as a
"million dollar nigger" and a
former Reds employee who said
once had a nigger
Schott called some people "Jew
work for me. He
bastards."
couldn't do the job. I had to put
People everywhere, especially
him in the mailroom and he
the professional Black leaders
couldn't even handle that. I later
who specialize in crisis events
found out the nigger couldn 't
that give them TV exposu re,
read or write. I would never hire
were busy clamoring for a piece
another nigger. I'd rather have a
of Schott.

DEAR EDITOR: (Black Voice News)
Citizenship without rights:
One citizen, who has come to believe that rights weigh less than
air, has reported being illegally locked out of their apartment at 1860
University Ave. The resident called the police, the following
exchange occurred: The officer told the manager that she cannot
place such a lock out on a resident's dwelling. the manager removed·
the lock. The manager with serpentine grace attempted to deflect the
responsibility for her illegal actions on to the owner. The manager,
Pattie Helfin, lamented, she was only following orders. If she wanted someone out, she had to take that person to court. Three weeks
later a court date was set. The manager, when the tenant was out,
changed the locks removed the current tenant's property and placed
a new tenant into the already paid-up apartment.
Again the police were called. The same policeman returned. He
stated the manager had totally committed an illegal act but since she
had moved another resident in, the resident may have to go to petition the court in order to re-enter their own apartment. To compound
matters, with the way the laws are currently structured, the landlord
may retain possession of any and all the property that they have misappropriated. As one attorney put it "a landlord has no right to throw
a tenant out whenever they feel like it but they do and they get away
with it. A landlord has no right to steal any possessions of the residents but the burden of proof is placed on the tenant and it is
extremely difficult to prove that specific items were on the property
at a particular moment, ego the landlord usually winds up stealing
1 - - -- - -- - - - the confiscated goods.
By JOHN JACOB
The same children who are
bom~arded
with messages of
So, what we have here is a "Rbrom" situation. On Thursday the
racial
inferiority,
shunted into
victim and the lords of the land go to court, a court where it is
he coming of the high
speci~ education classes, and
indeed most rare where a tenant emerges the victor.
perfonnance new world
prepared for lifetimes of failure,
Mr. Kira
of the twenty-first century offers can b helped to excel and to
a window of opportunity for lead the rest of the nation into a
African Americans.
bold n future.
DEAR CHERYL: (Co-Publisher ofBlack Voice)
The new world we are
Tha 's not a fantasy. It is a
We would like to thank you, Cheryl, and the staff members at "the entering requires more than realistic goal, because our
Black Voice" for a well written article on our firm, A & B Design technological skills. It requires childr n are as capable of
Group.
self-confident mastery of leamin and of developing their
Your interest in A & B Design Group, and the courtesy and. knowledge, and life-long talents any in the world.
cooperation you have extended, to a small firm, is sincerely development and learning.
Just consider, America rode to
appreciated. We have received quite a few positive comments on the
In such a world, what you world leadership through the
article. Thank you for your promotional support.
know and how you perform will efforts of a population largely
Best Regards,
be more important than class and drawn from immigrant peasants
Bernard Haynes, Jr.
from the backwaters of Europe.
race.
Owner
So a united African American
And Japan, Korea and Taiwan
community directing its energies took people racked by poverty
DEAR MRS. BROWN: (Co-Publisher ofBlack Voice)
and its resources to preparing our and devastated by war and
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the children to become model mdlded them into a global
wonderful article about Midland Elementary School in the Black twenty-first century citizens can economic powerhouse in one
Voice News. We have had many positive comments from parents, secure a brighter, more generation.
District employees, and other members of the community regarding prosperous future.
So why can't a committed,
the article.
Failure to do so could doom us dedicated African-American
We look forward collaborating with you in the future.
to continued second-class community help its children
Sincerely,
citizenship and economjc develop into the most intelligent
Ralph Edwards
disaster far into the future.
and skilled people on the face of
Principal
So I believe the African the earth?
American community's priority
If we believe we can do it, and
DEAR EDITOR: (Black Voice)
in the 1990s must be to build a if we direct effective efforts
I'm no sports fan but I can appreciate a thing of grace and beauty movement
dedicated
to toward that goal, then we will do
where ever I see it. Magic Johnson is grace and beauty on the developing our children into it.
basketball court. I wish I could say the same for him off the twenty-first century citizens.
What will it take for our
basketball court.
When Magic first revealed he had test positive for the AIDS virus
and that he was retiring, I felt remorse and sadness like everyone CONTINUED FROM LETTERS BOX
else. When Magic revealed that he had had sex with many, many bisexual or homosexual behavior. Magic wrote a book outlining his
women, I was very disappointed but I accepted it as something he sexual escapades in offices, elevator and group sex. For what? Fo
did using poor immature j udgement. I felt comfort in knowing that his ego.
should something happen to Magic I would have fond memories of
From one of the world's greatest heroes, who stepped aside fo
him as a very big man, a hero, because in the end, he did what was the good of the team; who made abstinence a household word for
right. He retired and lectured to young people around the country the good of young people who raised our consciousness about;
about using better sexual judgement, and, he was an advocate for AIDS rese1rch and awareness, to the man who smiled and said, "She
AIDS research. What a champion!
didn't have any panties on," so he fulfilled her sexual fantasy. For
Magic's beautiful son was born, virus free, and so is his wife. All what? His ego.
credits to Magic. I felt so much better. When Magic smiled on
What does Magic want to do more than anything in this world?
television my whole body tingled. What a champion!
He wants to play basketball. That's his love. That's his life. He's
Some one inferred that Magic may have gotten the virus from almost whining about it like a little boy.
Whatever Magic wants, Magic gets, eh?
Continued In Text Box On A-2
Where does his wife and child fit into this?
Is Magic Johnson thinking about his wife and kid who may have
to live many years without him? Is he thinking about his son who
will grow up to review those television interviews where his fathe
laughs and grins recounting his sexual promiscuity.
Established in January of 1973
Is that the role model Magic wants his son to imitate?
A man is suppose to protect his wife and child from harm and
The Black Voice Newspaper Is a weekly published on Thursday by Hardy
Brown and Associates, P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, California 92502. We may be
from danger. A man does not give his family pain, he protects them
reached In Riverside at (714) 682· 6070, 3585 Main St. Suite 201, Riverside, 92501
from it.
and In San Bernardino at (714) 889-0506, 1583, W Baseline, San Bernardino,
92411.
As my hero, my "David", I want Magic Johnson to realize that the
time he has left on this earth should be for his wife and son. He's
T he Black Voice News sells for 50¢ per copy. Subscription rate Is $32.33 per
year. O ut of state subscription Is $37 per year.
had his day, his times, and his choices. He's smearing a great image
Adjudicated , a legal newspaper of general circulation on July 8, 1974, case
and memory.
number 108890 b y t he Superior Court of Riverside County.
I've turned away from Magic. Not because of the AIDS virus and
T he objective of T he Black Voice Newspaper Is to communicate Information to
not
because he had sex with alot of people, but because he is less
. all members of T he Inland Empire.
than
a man to keep thinking of himself. What he wants, what he's
Stories p ublished in the Black Voice News do not necessarily renect the policies
done,
who he's done it with; what he wants to be doing and why
nor the opinions of the publishers.
they
won't
let him do it.
The Black Voice news Is audited by the Consumers Paper Verlncatlon Service.
We have over 35,000 readers per week.
Magic Johnson's family will suffer tremendous pain when he is
gone but Magic is serving up a generous portion of it right now. No
T he Black Voice news is also a member or the West Coast Black Publishers
Associa tion ( WCBPA) and th e National Newspaper Publishers Association
one
can blame the media for this one. Magic is his own reporter.
(NNPA).
Magic Johnson talks a good hero image, I just wish he would live
We reserve the right to edit or rewrite all stories submitted for publication.
one. Right now brotha, you're no hero for my boys, and you're not
STAFF
one for Cookie's either.
Publishers .................................................................Hardy & Cheryl Brown
Mildred Penn Lee
Editor ....................................................................................BIiiy Johnson Jr.

II
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And there aren't many Blacks
who won't agree that Schott is a
bonafide White racist
However, a growing number
of Blacks, the Sister Souljah
fringe bunch, have created a new
theology that says no Black,
however vulgar, distasteful or
violent, can be a racist.
This theory is based on a
rather arbitrary definition of
racism that says because Blacks
are oppressed, they lack the
power to harm Whites.
Therefore, no matter what act a
Black commits, there is no
responsibility for the behavior;
anything goes as long as a Black
person does it - in the name of
fighting racism.
Take this recent event in
Kissimmee, Florida, for
example, as a litmus test. Six
gun wielding Black men forced a
Black woman who was riding in
a car with three White men to

watch as they shot the men.
Two men were killed, one
survived in the message
shooting. The incident carried a
message because the men and
25-year-old Tammy George were
forced by the Black carjackers to
strip and she was forced to watch
the men punished with shots in
the head for being with a Black
woman .
If one can't recognize this as
an act of racism, as well as the
words of Schott, one has lost his
or her moral compass.
Unfortunately, some of us have.
You can hear Tony Brown's
weekly commentaries on the
Buy Freedom 900 Network by
calling 1-900-454-0411 ($1.99
first min./99 cents each addl.
min).
Information on the Bu y
Freedom 900 Network: 212-5752389.
.

Developing 21st Century Citizens
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Book Rnlew Editor .....................................................Paulette Brown -Hinds
East Coast Editor ................................................................ Hardy Brown, Jr.
Assistant Editor Children's Features.............................................Regina Brown
Production Assistant ...........................................................Shawndl Johnson
Distribution ...........................................................................Rickerby Hinds
Photographer ............................................................................. Na,•is Oliver
Photographer ................................................................................. .Sam James
Photographer .............................................................................\'Vlllie Bellamy
Ad verUsers should contact Cheryl Brown In Riverside at(909) 682-6070 or In
San Bernardino at (714) 889•05J)6.
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children to develop into
outstanding twenty-first century
citizens? Let me suggest four
basic criteria based on what we
know of the challenging
demands of the future:
Every African-American
child should graduate from high
school with the ability to do
calculus.
Every African-American
child should be fluent in a
foreign language.
Every African-American
child should be able to research,
organize and write a 25-page
essay on a challenging topic.
Every African-American
child should live by strict, high
ethical standards.
That's what it will take to
make it in the twenty-first
century. Not just for African
Americans, but for all of
America's people.
I know about the tremendous
obstacles to that task, but we

already have all the power, all .1 -.
resources, and all the laws to
create an America that can produce twenty first century children
Our society is on a downhill
course because it refuses to
develop all of its children.
It still thinks that it can get
away with categorizing and
stereotyping children ... with
developing a small white elite
and writing off African
American children. That won't
work any more. It's a
prescription for suicide in the
world of the twenty-first century.
So we have to pioneer an
alternative way. And African
Americans have to show that a
community can take charge of its
own destiny and nurture success
in its children - all of them.
That doesn't mean letting
White America off the hook -if anything, it means we'll have
to fight harder to secure a society
that is more just and fair.
shambles.
A boy struggling with incest, ''
whose reasoning is now
scrambled.
A shuffling between parents,
causing a lost sense of stability
Youth's acts of aggression,
filled with pain and hostility.
Arms too short to fight God,
and legs trying to race the Devil.
Made a choice to isolate
yourself,
•s,
habits that have labeled you a,
rebel.
f ·

-~t. ::~-

GROWING PAIN
Trapped in a child's body,
trying to play like a man.
Ain't but ten years old,
running barefoot in the sand.
No need to be pampered,
urtwilling to give up any
/ ground.
Having youth's "Growing
Pains",
plus the worse attitude in town.
No time for temporary peace,
searching for a comfortable
nook.
A place to do your dreaming,
dreams that many have
mistook.
Young innocents ripped apart,
at a tender age of seven.
An adult violation of your body,
haunting you at the age of
eleven.
An unforgettable experience in
life,
depicting the sickness of the
world.
Someone you held in great
respect,
who used you as a young girl.
A sick interpretation of love ,
leaving a young sole in

;,if:;~?

Restricted bonding with your dad,
a love castration by male,
t
mistrust.
❖...
.:3:::- ,.,_.,~ .
A young mind locked in boridage,
needing time and space to ' '
adjust.
"
·
.

,/t : ;, ..::}\~

~

Barriers enforced by sporadic '··
cursing,
.,
,
conversation was never your
forte.
Feelings held deep within you,
much to your family's dismay.
Void feelings for a mother's
touch,
an injured heart bleeding for
love.
Reaching out blindly for
solutions,'
•
truth tested with a white glove. ,
Anger trapping love inside,
a feeling that your all alone.
Bring Jesus into your life,
and share him in your home. ,,
Open your heart and mind,
to the riches from above.
Believe someone really cares
for you,
become nestled in the Lord's
love.
Troubles can be all worked out,
when your having those
"Growing Pains".
The Lord is over experienced, :
in sheltering during winter
rains.

'/

,

"
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Local Business Woman and BIHP Join Forces
Multi-Cultural Awareness
Celebration

'

I

~-· ..

'

The Perris School District is
hosting th e Multi-Cultural
Awareness Celebration. The
celebration ·started on December
7th and will last until the 18th.
The cele bration will help
people develop an understanding
and appreciation for other cultu re s, appreciate their own
uniqueness, and emphasize the
sim ilaritie s between cultures.
Visitors in native costumes will
be on campus during these two
weeks. Our theme is "Sharing
the Gifts of the World."
For a list of the Assembly
schedules call Perris Elementary
School at 657-2124.

Eta Phi Beta Sorority Holds
Annual Vesper Service
The Eta Phi Beta Sorority
Inc., Gamma Omega Chapter
will hold thei r Annual Vesper
Service, Sunday, December 13,
1992, 3:30 pm at New Jerusalem
Baptist Chu rch, 1549 North
Mount Ve rnon Avenue, Sari
Bernardino, CA 92411.

Christmas Scholarship
Dinner-Dance

Today, the Black Infant services would benefit the
health benefits received from injury during car accidents.
early and continuous prenatal Infant car seats have proven to Health Program is in need of program greatly. If interested in
oan Wooten, photographer care. These women are also be effective in saving the lives of donations for the printing of a donating talents or services,
special collector's edition please contact Wehnona Barnett
and owner of The Image being followed by the Black infants and small children.
Maker, is committed to working Infant Health Program to ensure
Wal-Mart Store #01-1747 in calendar, which is a fund raising at (900) 358-5192.
with Riverside County's Black that they receive prenatal care, Perris, California has donated event. Even donated printing
Infant
Health
Program. which often is delivered at either various clothing such as
Currently, Joan Wooten is using the Riverside or Perris Health undershins, receiving blankets,
her creative talents to produce Center; both facilities are socks, shoes , and many other
the special collector's edition operated by the County Health clothing items and toys.
calendar. This calendar will Department. Women are also
consist of twelve attractive referred to private physicians for
African-American males and· prenatal care. All of the women
·their children, captured in a receive a home visit from Leila
beautiful setting. All of the men Roberts or Mellie Ashley, who
have donated their time for this are community outreach - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -,
fund raiser and all of the worlcers. They recruit women to
proceeds will be given to the enroll in the Black Infant Health
Black Infant Health Program. Program; and during the home
The sale of the calendar will be visit, they provide educational
the early part of next year. More literature on such topics as
specific details will be provided parenting, breastfeeding, child
Free Training For
in the following issues of Black safety, and birth control and
Voice News. If you are immunizations. P articipants, \
Medical Assistants
interested in being a model for who keep thei r doctor
the calendar, contact Joan appointments, are rewarded with
Certified Nursing Assistants
Wooten, The Image Maker, in needed infant care items.
Moreno Valley, at (909) 924Greater American Learning Center, Inc. Under the sponsorship of the City of San
3534 or Wehnona Barnett,
Kaiser Permanente
of
Coordinator of the Black Infant Riverside donated $3,000 for the Bernardino's Job Training Partnership Act Program is offering free training in Medical
Health Program, at (909) 358- purchase of infant car seats for
Assistant and Certified Nursing ~istant.
5192.
participants of the Black Infant
Health Program. The nding of
For further information please contact:
Recently, 168 women have the infant care seats is vital to
been reached for the purpose of the Department 's ffort to
The City of San Bernardino's J.T.P.A. Program at:
educating them on the positive decrease the incidenc of infant

J
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TO GET A JOB YOU MUST
BE TRAINED

I

The Hi Hatter's Charity &
Social Club will sponsor a
Christmas Scholarship DinnerDance, Saturday, December 26,
1992 at the Ca nyon Crest
Country Club - 975 Country
Club Drive, Riverside . Tickets
are $25.00 per person. Call 6862742, 686-2525, or 682-23612361 or any Hi Hatter member.

Annual Chrismas Show
., ,B.Te·Dance Studio will have
it's Annual Christmas Show on
Sunday, December 13th. The
performance will be held in the
Studio at 3641 - 9th Street,
Riverside. There will be two
shows, a matinee at 2 pm and an
evening show at 5 pm. The performance will include the Bre
Dance & Vocal Ensembles ,
Poetry Read in g by E u genia
Springer and Vocalis t/Pianis t
David Ossmann.
Gene ral
admission is $5.00 and tickets
are available at Bre Studio, 3641
9th Street, Riverside. For additional information please call
Bre Studio at (909) 787-8707.

· Hair, Fashion & Trade Show
Infinite Vision Productions
presents a Hair, Fashion & Trade
Show to help celebrate the holidays on December 20th, 4 -8 pm
at Club Escapade , 4620 Holt
Blvd, Montclair, (900) 621-3888.
The show will feature: Phyllis
tianier & Shirley Smith, fashion
Designers. Tickets are $10.

· '·' .il~~f~gifh¢ttr~i

739 N. Mt. \'ernon Avenue
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 381-8338
~;t"
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,. . ft ;~xcliajige;: if there are ~many
:;Jchildrexi in the'fainU ,i nvolve

Take Advantage Of This Free Training.
We Stay With You Until You Pass The State Certification!
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r :t ·.•Offer service coupQni; instead
· 1;0 f material gffts. For example,
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(909) 888-7881
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*Yoi:i could giye,;1 coupon offering
Jo babysit, mow the lawn, walk

-i ttie dog, provide ~rsonal
service, "clean the h ouse, cook a
meal, or nm errands for a week.
, .· . ,.,
.
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Free Holiday Picture With Santa

.,

Saturdays and Sundays

GREAT-VARIETY!
•Jewelel"I

-Slereoll Tapes
•Mens & Ladles Shoes /

EVERYDAY!

Boots

!FONTANA INDOOR!

•Mens & Ladles Clothing
-Socks & Lingerie
•Baby Clothes
•Toys
,
•Harley Davidson Apparel
•Luggage
•Beauty Supplies
-Great Gift Ideas
•Brass Items
•African Coths / Arts
•And Much More

/. UNDER ,

' NEW.r

SWAP MEET

MANAGEMENT

the

n,i~if

Many Types Of
Stores

INC.

'

formerly Fontana Discount Mart

9n3 Sierra Ave, Fontana, CA 92335

FOR LEASING INFORMATION:

30%-70%

CALL (909) 428-0818.

Vendors Wanted

OFF

ATTENTION DOCTORS, DENTISTS, NURSES,
OFFICE MANAGERS!!!

Z>~1fl4
"11t44tE~"'~e~

fOfl\ YOU

I u- I tJ'B ~

PRESENTING

cantornla Medlcal Distributors
A Full-Line Distributor Of
Pharmaceutlcals, Medlcal Supplies/
Equipment, Prosthetics, Home Health care
Supplles, Orthopedic, And Dental Needs.
One Of The Largest Black-Owned Medlcal
Distributors In cantornla Serving National
And International Customers.
Orders Shipped Within 24 Hours.
Same Day Delivery For Pricing,
Avallablllty, And To Receive A catalogue:
CALIFORNIA MEDICAL DISTRIBUTORS

1571

HARMONY CIR.

CA 92807
(800) 899-8910 FAX (909) 693-7832
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One on One OB
1800 N. Western Ave. Ste. 202
San Bernardino, CA 902411

,

Tri - Star

Tri - Star
Family Dental Centre
• General Dentistry
• Dental
Lab On Premises
,
• Same Day Repair

9 A.M-6 P.M.
Wednesday

10A.M.-7P.M.
Friday

9A.M.-sP.M.
Satu rd ay.
by appt.

• Most Insurance Accepted
• Children
•Seniors

106 North Eucalyptus
(Corner of Rialto Ave)
Rialto
(714) 875-1299
.

Dr. Robert Williams

\

1

~

HOURS .
Mon. Tues.
Thurs.

.

Call For Your Appointmenl
Dr~Lloyd B. Walier _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I ,
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EPA Must Clean Up Its Own Act Towards Blacks

R

acism has spilled over
into the environment,
so says, the Southern
Organizing Committee for
Economic and Social Justice.
This mult-racial network of
southern grassroots activists,
demanded that the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) "stop
propaganda campaigns aimed
at people of color communities
and that federal officials take
immediate action at 16
environmental "hot spots"
before the November election."
EPA-financed community
buyouts and relocation of
residents from poisoned
communities, health care for
poisoned victims, environmental
cleanup and, job training for
victimized
communities,
primarily in Southern states,
were top among 42 demands
presented to the environmental
agency. The network of
community leaders declared
they would take unspecified
actions against President George
Bush in that part of the country
before the election should the
EPA not respond to their
demands.
The EPA has come under

B
General Membership
Meeting Of The AAAIE
The General Membership
Meeting of the AfricanAmerican
Attorney's
Association for this quarter will
be held in San Bernardino on
Thursday, December 17,
1992, 6:00 pm until 8:00
pm at Nena·s Mexican
Restaurant, 642 North "D"
Street.
All attorneys, law school
graduates, law students and
paralegals from San Bernardino
and Riverside Counties are
welcome.
BCA Needs Donations
To Help The Needy
The Black Civic Association
of Moreno Valley would like to
ask the public to help them put
smiles on little people for
Christmas by giving new toys,
apples, oranges, nuts, candy,
etc., to the association. The
BCA
is
a
non-profit
organization.
t-or more
information on where to drop
off your donations please call
(909) 242-4709,(909) 2427375, or (909) 943-6679.
NABE Hosts Holiday
Cruise
The National Alliance of
Black Entreprenuers, will be
making history on December
23, 1992, as they host their
holiday cruise. The Alliance
will be the first Black
Association to sponsor a four
hour Harbor Cruise in the 84th
Annual Christmas Parade of
Lights in Newoort Harbor.
At $75.00 per person spac~
is limited to 150 guest, and all
payments must be received in
advance. The boat will leave
the dock promptly at 6:30 pm
on Dec. 23, 1992. RSVP with
payment to 17100 Gillette,
Irvine, CA 92714 or call (909)
833-5330 for more information.
It will be an evening of
color, glitter, and festivity
one you will never forget.

fire, for: (l) allowing poisonous
industries to ,locate, and
hazardous wastes to be
disproportionately located, in
people of color communities;
and (2) for having different
cleanup standards for people of
color communities than for
white communities. The
demands grew out of an EPA
financed conference at which
two African American scholars
upheld previous studies that
document
environmental
racism. Studies show that
African American communities
in the South are the United
States' primary dumping
grounds for hazardous and
radioactive wastes and for siting
poisonous industries.
"We demand that President
Bush, EPA Administrator
William Reilly and Southern
Region IV EPA Administrator
Greer Tidwell stop southern and
national plans to use public
relations to tease badly poisoned
people of color communities in
the south and nation," said
Charlotte Keys, president of
Jesus People Against Pollution,
a multi-racial organization in
Columbia, Mississippi.
The group charges that the
EPA is currently operating a

public relations program it calls sovereignty. rights as native status. Contact the Southern (SOC), P.O. Box 10518,
the "Environmental Equity nations with historical Organizing Committee For Atlanta, GA 30310, 404-622Program", that involves regional treaties and cultural nationhood Economic and Social Justice 499 L
meetings, funds for EPA
ANHEUSER-BUSCH SPONSORS WCBPA PRESIDENT'S LUNCHEO~
favorable research from African
American
universities,
strategically planted news
stories in the press, and EPA
initiated political splits between
people of color activists and
organizations.
,
', • The leaders called for
immediate action at all EPA
superfund sites in people of
color communities where
research findings recently
released by the National Law
Journal indicate the EPA deals
more leniently with industries
that poison racial and ethnic
minorities than it does with
white communities. Besides
cleanup
in
minority
communities, the network also
demanded a broader cleanup of
poor white communities.
The group of concerned
leaders, which included Native
Americans, also called upon the
EPA and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to acknowledge that
environmental justice for Native
Americans include: respect of
the sacredness of native lands,
and uphold indigenous people's

Pal Center Awarded
Grant By Kiwanis

. One"'o 'the''hlghllght

. of the

ecent WCBP

corivantlon ·• was f;a
dessert extravaganza
sporisbred -by MUie'
Brewing'' Company.
Vlslbns• of> ·? sug '
arp·Iums were · n

match for the confec
lo nary : creations
whlppe'd up by the
,. .
;
Claremont Hotel. Pictured here enjoying .the festivities are (I to r):,. Darius Brunner/0~ .
Premise Manager for·M,111,er Brewing Co;; Sheri Colas, .Miller's. Man~g~r tor ~rlo~lty ~arf<ei r
. -- relations; Dr. ;Ruth Love, ConventlorfC~Chalrperson and ,Publlsher ofthe•·ca11forhIa<.V:01~; '.}
· and Bernie Foster WCBPA President and Publisher of the' Ponland and Seattle Skanner] fffVi:'n
}I
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(I - r} EIits Stevens and Dr. MIidred Henry receive a check
from Alfred Jenkins and the San Bernardino Kiwanis
Organization for PAL Center computers.

T

he
Provisional
Accelerated Leaming .....
(PAL) Center was recently
awarded a $7,000 grant by the
Boys and Girls Committee of
the San Bernardino Kiwanis
Organization. The presentation,
made during a recent luncheon
meeting at the Orange Show
Ground, was in response to a
request from the PAL Center for
funds to establish four computer
work stations.
In making the presentation to
Dr. Mildred Henry, PAL
Director, Alfred Jenkins, Chair
of the Boys and Girls
Committee, stated that the
award was an example of the
commitment of the Kiwanians
to supporting activities for
community youth. The PAL
Center has provided academic
tutoring, GED and high school
diploma
preparation,
counseling, pre-employment
skills training and job
placement for large numbers of
at-risk youth since 1986.
The highly successful
programs, including the
Operation RETAIN year-round
program, which enrolls and
trains in excess of 100 youth
each year; and Project Earn and
Learn, the summer youth

employment program, which
places over 100 additional
youth on jobs; and the PAL
Center's goal to serve an
additional 1,000 students ( in
four school districts) through
it's Educational Talent Search
Project for college-bound
students, demonstrates a total
commitment to providing
positive experiences for youth
in the San Bernardino area.
Operation RETAIN and Proiect
Earn and Learn are funded by
the San Bernardino Private
Industry Council (PIC). The
Educational Talent Search
Project is a TRIO program
funded by the U.S. Department
of Education.
In a subsequent Kiwanis
meeting, Ellis Stevens, teacher
and coordinator of the GAIN
program at the PAL Center, who
spearheaded the effort to
acquire the funding, presented a
plaque to the Kiwanians in
recognition of their support of
the PAL Center.
It is this collaborative effort
between public and private
governmental and community
organizations
that, will
ultimately retain and reclaim
our youth so that they become
productive citizens of our
society.

''

Bertha Jennings, Lotto Millionaire #40

"I used to bite my nails wh en the end of the
month rolled around. But now, I go out and get a

Reflections Of You

manicure instead! I know money can't really buy

TODAY and EVERYDAY

happiness, but I can't seem to stop smiling

•Taste Of New
Orleans
Red Beans
Rice
Bread Mix
Seasonings
Gumbo Mix

thes e dc:ys. So play Super Lotto. With almost

•Gourmet
Available in 4
sizes- Large
size feeds up to
20. Great
office gift.

two millionaires a week, it could happen to

Cheese
Crackers
Salami
Mustard
Presen-es

anyone! It 's time!"

Cider
Wafers

CALL NOW!! (909) 384-1989
SOB ENTERPRISE•l18 N.AIRPORT DRIVE STE 201, SAN BERNARDINO

Must be at least 18 to play. Jackpots paid out in up to 20 years.

*Balloon Decorations also a,·ailahle*

4
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PROFESSIONAL TOUCH

m.,,,,, SU. 'Z)..,1et,.

Doors • Windows • Floor TIie • Haullng

~■

TalllE

FOR THE BEST
IN'IRAVELPLANS

Best Draperies
.A.Pre-Thanksgiving Sale
.A.All Carper-Linoleum $5 yd. .
.A.Mini Blinds - Verticals 50% off
.A.Reupholstery 150.00 8ft. couch
.A.Churches carpet restretch $3 yd.
Call (714) 689-0648.

speclalizlng In

Attorney at Law
4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 683-1777

Two story and single story painting Int/ext.
Remodellng kitchen and bathrooms.
Do t all repair or replace
(714)874-3831
P.O. Box 2182
Rialto, CA 92376

15 yrs. exp.

5inytliing (j-oes
'Boutique

~l~
-1
·. 10689

Law

Magnolia Ave
Suite #7
Riverside, CA

696 North "D" Street Suite 1
San Bernardino, CA 92401

Call Me At
(714) 8885579.

23741 G. SUNNYMEAD BLVD.

MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388
714-242-3414

Centurv

Otis Jones
Attorney At

M~EaS

92505
{909) 789-1175

African-American
Gift & Bookstore
Just Opened

DISCOUNT DESIGNER
CLOTHING
BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES
Vruses•Suits•Casual and'Evening 'Wear
• Ylccessories
HAS MOVED TO
COURTYARD CENTER
1300 E. WASHINGTON STREET
COLTON, CA 92324

Oils, Incense, Dolls, African
Clothes, Books, Art, and
More...

Indtgo

Next To Berean Christian Store
215 FWY - Washington & Mt. Vernon

We would like to list
and sell your home!
Samuel & Shirley
McClure Agents

6510 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA
92506
Umar Abdul-Hakim

Our Hours Are:
Monday - Thursday- 11:00 - 6:15
Friday - 11:00 to 5:30 -

Hours
Mon-Sat 10 am-8 pm • Sun 12 pm-6 pm

714-783-3344
Vlsa-Maslerard Accepted

Albert Johnson Jr.

&tuffed

RESTRETCH - INSTALLATION.

~

Enjoy savings on family
00111 ,.,
and casual dining, movies,
recreation, merchandise and
.,_,_ ~ !-'
services. Full of savings for all ages.
For more information, call:

Only

$lo

JBL ENTERTAINMENT

4166 Almond Street
(714~83-1777

-.£ ~~:~,..·
-~·: .~..:~::J~
,;, _~
..-:. ~J ·(.::s:;'. ~~
~~~--,·~ :-=-

ua"ings

Attorney At Law

(714)369-5275
GOLD C SAVING SPREE

Riverside, CA 92501

Lie.#
389763

Min.
$45.1lil

Also Carpet Steam Cleaning
Call Richard (714) 873-0771

GENERAL
-BUSY BEE
·cuSTOM DESIGNS CONTRACTOR

,, ith

All dinners come with your choice of any two side
dishes of Potato Salad, Baked Beans, Cole Slaw,
Macaroni & Cheese, Com Salad or Conard Greens.

R OMANCE!!!
. TREAT YOURSELF TO

DrFFERENT NEW LCX)K AT...

You Name It, We Can Do itl

• Additions • Remodeling • Build
New Commercial/Residential

12220 Pigeon Pass Road, Suite "R",
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 Plaza De Majorca,

20% OFF ON DRAWINGS

1 block North of the 60 Fwy.

Included with construction contract

SO LET'S GET BUSY!
*SPECIAL*
Tuesday-Wednesday

1/4 BBQ Chicken
Dinner $3.50
Includes 2 side dishes

Charles L. Stewart

--Agency--

DON'T GET STUNG BY UNLICENSED BUILDERS Lie. #598303

hW'IMorris

•Condominiums

1-714-653-1133

B Graphics And Fine Arts

With Ad

Larry Morris
Writer/ Producer
-Audio Visual, Slide Presentation
-Radio •TV• Commercials
-Audio • Video Recording
-Voice Overs/Narrations

THE IMAGE MAKER
PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO

specializing in:
• Fire and Water Damage
• Room Additions
• Roof and Stucco Finishing
• Drywall and Floor Coverings

24715-D
5UNNYMEAD BLVD.,
MORENO VALLEY

SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN OF COLOR

CALL US TODAY AT

THIS AD IS FOR YOU
MOSES
FERRELL

800-633-5545

W E ALSO DO PROFES.5IONAL ACTING AND
COMMERCIAL HEADSHOTS AND PORTFOLIOS.

$.

a ,~

Jot· s S1" j;9M B~rbtr SJ,op

Qa!!oy

Specializ ing in African-American Art

276-2881

6178 Juanro Way
~verside, CA 92504

(714) 686-8398
Alicia & Howard Lee,

BRE DANCE STUDIO

Remodeled hlstorlcal decorated Chapel & recptlon
Halls. l11cludes: Minister, Organist.& water fountains.
License also available hCN: holds 2-300 guests.
Semi Formal - $125 • Formal -$250
Formal Wedding &' Reception - $550
Do you need a loan for a: Home purchase,
Basic Wedding
Equity Loan, Debt Consolidation, Remodeling
Incl. Lie. - $91
r Commercial Property?
·\
Call for many other services
MORTGAGE CONSULTANTS, INC.

OUR PROFESSIONAL STAFF
CURRENTLY HAS STUDENTS
APPEARING IN MOVIES •
ON STAR SEARCH ANO
OTHER STATE ANO
NATIONAL COMPETITION
Beginning thru Professional

787-8707

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS

SAM LEE

Credit Problems? We can help you! can us at
(714) 273-7510. William Powell, President
Orange Coast Mortgage Consultants
250 East Rincon Suite 201
Corona, CA 91719

M-F9 to 6

GOLF BAG - LUGGAGE REPAIR
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 79
Riverside, CA 92507

call

JOSEPH L. HIGGINS, PROP.

-

WHY GO TO LAS VEGAS? .

Ballet Jazz Tap Tumbling

Sat. 9-3

1535 UNIVERSITY AVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 684-2467

DON'T HAVE HOME CHURCH?

Children Teens Adults
Private and Group Lessons
Gyrotonic Equip

(714)684-0484

682-6070

and Wedding programs.

VICTORY CHAPEL
884-6105

"Seniing the Co1111111111ity ll'ilh Quality Careand £\pert Sen-ice.·
.
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for advertisement information

23080 D-220 Alessandro Bini • ,\ loR·no \ ':tlky. CA

Precession cuts
Press & curls
Relaxers

~. ~
13819 Foothill Blvd.
Fontana. CA 92335

(714) 357 •6993

WESTERN BANK MORTGAGE
TALK TO A REAL ESTATE LENDING
PROFESSIONAL
ROBERT

HARR EL

r:----------------:-,
iBlouses .......................................$2.50 I

(909)357-1990

OR

(909)276-5556

Next10GarhcRose
andOonJose

j

(714) 656-413 L
I

•

,suits............................................ .

~----------------~
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SPECIAL

j :DRAPERY',

ILaundry Shirts ..........................$1.001
1
Ip t
$2 00 I ~ I><I
x
1
I an• s ·•••••···•·••••••·•·······•••·••·•··•••·•••$ 4•75 1="-~==~--=+--=+Alessandro
I
I
IDresses .......................................$4.75 I
:
l(Silk X tr )
I
- a

OFFICE

~

IT PAYS T~,~~OK WELL

Home of Riverside Dance Theatre

Studio Gallery And Distribution
14300 Elsworth Street
Suite 104
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Artist/Owner:
CHARLES A. BIBBS
Phone: (714) 697-4750

(714)924-3534.
FOR CURRENT SPECIALS!

Frt't' Dl·mo
lfadio Spot

llJJCommunications

State Farm Insurance
Specializing In
•Church
•Business

. ! Life
•Apartments
-- Insu rance--

PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP
ARTISTRY, STYLING, AND A

714/682-5442

GRANNY'S BARB QUE

'

EXPERIENCE IT ALL!
FASHION, GLAMOUR, BEAUTY

urchast' of am dinnt'r

Pork Rib Dinner $6.50
Beer Rlb Dinner $6.00
Chicken Dinner $5.00

*Note• Closed On Monday

8151 Arlington Ste Y
Riverside, CA 92503 - (714) 353-1909 or 1948
Hairweaves & Braids
50% off (T-W-TH)
Curls
45.00
Hair Color
15.00
elaxer, Cellophane, Cut
45.00
Pedicure/ Manicure
12.00 / 6.00
Blow Dry & Curl
15.00
Press & Curl
20.00
Walk-Ins Welcome/ exp. 10-30-92

UC# 515831

I

Peach Cobbler or Sweet
Potatoc Pie

;t rz'o'UCH 0':F CLJUS

CARPET: REPAIR -

~~

(714)78_1-9575
Tanya Humphery

I

79"'r'R'eA::N~o::,.~:A
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LINED ,

Musi present coupon w,tt, lf'ICOffltng otdera,
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Religion
CHURCH DIRECTORY • NEWS • EVENTS
The Black Voice News
FONTANA
• Methodist

Bethe/AME
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor
., 1626 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714) 350-9401
Baptist

Community Baptist Church
"Come Let Us Reason Together"
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA
(714) 350-9646
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
B.T.U.
·5:00p.m.
Prayer and Bible
Study Wed.
7:00p.m.
Ephesian New Teswment

PERRIS
Baptist
New Hope Baptist

Rev. Montgomery, Pastor
19320 Spaulding
Perris, CA 92370
(714) 780-7110
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sun~y Worship
11:00 a.m.
First Baptist Church .,
Rev. Marvin L. Brown

Seventh Day Adventist
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA

277 E. Fifth Street
Perris, CA 92370
(See ad for services)

GRAND TERRACE
Church Glorious Christian
Fellowship

REDLANDS

Loveland
Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor
16888 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92336
(714) 899-0777
(see ad for services)

E. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor
11750 Mt. Vernon Ave.
Grand Terrace, CA 92324
(714)423-3035
Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m.

MORENO VALLEY
Methodist
Perris Valley Ministry of the
United Methodist Church

Rev. Charles E. Washington
Meeting At Rainbow Ridge
Elementary School
' 15950 Indian Ave., MV
Church School: 10 am
1 Worship Service: 11 am

Seventh Day Adventist
Valley Fellowship SDA

275 E. Grove St. Ave
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 874-5851
The Living Word Deliverance
Center

Pastors Harvey & Ilean Jones
251 W. Foothill (Foothill Center)
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 874-3539
Sunday Services: 11:00 am
,
12:30pm
Wednesday Night: 7:00 pm

9:30 a.m.
11:00 a:m.
4:00p.m.

Baptist
Community Missionary Baptist

939Clay
Redlands, CA 92374
(714) 793-2380
Second Baptist, Redlands
Pastor A. Green

420 East Stuart Ave.
Redlands, CA 92374
(714)793-1074
Sunday Worship
Church School
Morning Worship

9:15 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

RIVERSIDE
Methodist

Allen Chapel AME Church
4009 Locust
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 686-9406

Baptist
Antioch Missionary Baptist

Seventh Day Adventist
Kansas Ave. SDA Church

Pastor Phillip Scott
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA 92504
(714) 688-7872
Sunday School·
Morning Worship

Anthony Pascall, Pastor
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 682-9810
Saturday Service
Sorig Secvice
9:15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30a.m.
Church Service
-- 11;00 a.m.
Adventist Youth
4:00p.m.
Services
7:00p.m.
Mid-Week Service
Wednesday Evening
Youth Bible Service
Friday Evening
7:30p.m.

.Canaan Baptist Church.
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15
Riverside, CA 94504
(714)353-1010
9:15 a.m.
Sunday Bible Study
11:00a.m.
Sunday Worship
6:00p.m.
Sunday Training
Tuesday Church
7:00p.m.
Workers Meeting
Prayer & Bible
Study Meetings
7:00p.m.
Wednesday

Rev. James M. Hardy - Pastor
18991 Marioposa SL
Riverside, CA 92508
(714) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration 9:00a.m.
9:30a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Devotion & Worship
5:30p.m.
BYPU (1st)
6:00p.m.
Evening
New Joy Baptist Church

Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
(see as for services)

Pastor Leon Thompson

SUNDAY SERVICES
Morning Service 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Service 10:45 a.m.
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Serive
Prayer Meeting
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

Worship Services

Rev. Washington

I

Jesus is Lord

Sunday Worship Location:
Etiwanda High School
13500 Victoria Avenue
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

Morning Worship 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a .m.
Prayer and Bible Study
Wednesday
8:30 p.m .

8:00a.m.

Hallelujah Seivice
11:00 a.m.

Cathedral Worship
Loveland Church Administration Offices13053 Baseline Road
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739.
714-899-0777
,
...
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•

•
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First Baptist Church :

7:00p.m.

Ministries
(Ari inter-denominational Ministry)
Pastor Patrick Belton
Sunday Services
Sunday School - 10:30-11:45
Worship Service - 12:00 noon
(Temp Location): Holiday INNCrown Room, 1200 University
Avenue, Riverside, CA 92507
Call (714) 788-2563 for info.

St. John Baptist
Rev. C. James, Pastor
2433 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 784-0000
Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Service

The Powerhouse COGIC
Rev. McDowell
2843 11th St
Riverside, CA 92507
(714)684-6923
Worship Services
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Service
11:30 a.m.
Evening Service
6:30p.m.
Bible Study
Tuesday
7:30p.m.
General Service
Friday
7:30p.m.

Bright Star Missionary Baptist
Pastor K . Solomon Williams
5306ODEL
Rubidoux, CA
Sunday Services
Morning Worshio
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m .
B.T.U.
5:30 p.m,
Evening Service
7:00 p.m,

.Church Of God In Christ

·Refreshing Spring Temple
Pastor: Elder Bobby Davis
2883 7th Street .
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 784-0860
Sunday School
9:20 a.m.
Morning Service
11:15 a.m.
Evening Service
6:30 a.m.
Bible Study Wednesday Nights &
activities for the children. 7:30 p.m.

9:30a.m
11:00a.m
6:00p.m

RUBIDOUX

r;,t. Rubidoux SDA Church
2625 Avalon Street
Riverside, CA 92509
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 1355
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 686-1580

Apostolic/Pentecostal

Institute of Divine

Riverside Faith Temple
Revs. J. & B. Sims
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714)788-0170
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Metaphysical Research
William Beamon
(714) 823-2200
(Meeting Place)
582 W. Valley Blvd.
Colton, CA 92324
Mailing Address-P.O. Box 0012
Fontana, CA 92324
(Meeting Times)
Tuesday - 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm
Sunday - 11 :00 am - 1:00 pm

SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
2911 Ninth Street
Riverside, CA 92502
(714)684-7532
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:15 a.m . .
Devotional Servi ce s 10: 15 a.m.
Nursery Op e ned
10: 15 a.m.

California Street Church Of
Christ
2828 N. California Street
San Bernardino,_California

WEEKLY SERVICES

(714) 887-5213
Courtney CarrutheJS, Pastor

Order of Services
Sunday Morning Bible Class .................................9:45 am
Sunday Morning Worship ....................................11:00 am
1, Sunday Evening Worship .......................................6:00 pm
, Tuesday Teen Bible Study .......................................6:00 pm
Wednesday Bible Study ..........................................7:00 pm

#

NEW JOY

BAPTIST CHURCH
Service held at:
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
Temple
4491 Kansas Ave.
Missionary
Riverside, CA
Worship Services
Baptist
Sunday:
;C!iurchSunday School
9:15 a.m.
r
9:45
AM
.
,
'
.
1 Sunday School
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m.
- 8:00AM
Morning Worship
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
& 11:00AM
Tuesday:
7:00PM
Teen Summit Tuesday
Prayer Meeting and Bible
6:30PM
Wed Night Prayer
Wed Night Bible Study
7:00 PM
Study
7:00 p.m.

ST. PAUL A.M .E .
CHURCH

' 1355 W. 21st. Street
I San Bernardino, CA 92411
I (714)881-1118
Sunday Worsh l p
Service
11 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

.'

..

7:00p.m.

277 E. Fifth Street
P.O. Box 1399
Perris, CA 92370
Phone: (714) 657-3767

Sunday
Early Morning Worship• 7:45 am
Morning Worshlp-10:45 am
Blble Study & Choir Practice - 6:00 pm ·
Tuesday
Theology Class • 12 noon
Mission • 1:30 pm
Wednesday
Rev. Marvin L. Brown
·Prayer Praise - 7:00 pm

Service Times:

1583 West Union Street .
P.O. Box 7333
San Bernardino, CA 92411
{714) 888-2038

Second Baptist Church
2911 9th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 684-7532 .
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Devotional Services
10: 15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.:
Service for Praise
6:00 p.m.
(Sunday Evening Workshop)
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:45 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

Rev. Morris Buchanan, Pastor

LOVELAND

6:00p.m.
The Great Family Assembly

Rev. Campbell, Pastor
1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 684-8782
Sunday Service
Round Table Prayer
Sunday school
Morning Worship
:Baptist Training
·union/Evening Worship
'Tues. Teachers
Meeting
Wed. Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study

Non Denominational

AMOS TEIIPLE
8711 11th St.
Riverside, CA 8150 7
(714)883•1587

Worship Witli. Us At

·.
..
•

Mt. Moriah Baptist

Come & See Baptist Church
24528 Sunnymead Blvd. Suite C
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(714) 486-9864
Dr. E. Jones
School of Wisdom
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:45 p.m

BETHEL A.M.E CHURCH

..:••

9:00a.m.
9:30a.m.
11:00 a.m.

2719 11th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(See ad for services)

9:30a.m.
11:00a.m.

Riverside Christian Family
Fellowship
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
Pastor
6770 Magnolia
Riverside, CA 92507
9:20 a.m. (714)684-9160
9:30 a.m. · Sunday Service Service
10:45 a.m. Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m.

Park A11enue Baptist Church

"Blood Bought" Deliverance

Greater Faith Missionary Baptist
Rev. H. Bratton
6021 Liminite Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509
(714)788-2500
Worship Services
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Worship & Praise
12:30p.m.

16262 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714)350-9401

...

Rev. Johnny D. Harris
215 Big Springs Rd.
Riverside, CA 92507 ·
P.O. Box 55743
(714) 787-7743
Sunday Services
Song&
Praise Service
Sunday School
Morning Worship

Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church

I

,

Good News Missionary Baptist

Amos Temple CME

Seventh Day Adventist
Perris Seventh Day Adventist

Pastor Jesse Wilson
5th Street SDA
300 E. 5th Street
Perris, CA 92370
(714) 657-2798
Saturday Service
Sabbath School
Morning Worship
Adventist
Youth Program

Non Denominational

Semces at Calvary Arrowhead
Mission Center
3626 Monroe Street
Weekly Schedule
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Monday Mission
7:00p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00p.m.
Sat. Choir Rehearsal
1:30p.m.

New Covenant Bible Church

P.O. Box 8831
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale
Elementary School, 12059 Kitching
St., Comer of Ironwood and
Kitching)
(714) 485-2770
Reverend James Franklin
Weekly Services:
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Night: 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Emory James, Pastor
16286 Foothilll Blvd.
Fontana, CA
(714) 823-3400
KPRO 1570AM
(see ad for services)

7347 Juniper Ave.
Fontana, Ca
(714) 822-4349
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Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div.

tf~veryone Is Welc.ome"•·

Rev. Charles Brooks
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Bishop Owens To Speak At Tabernacle

IEFS

1964 to the later, Susie E. Alfred
A. Owens Sr.: his siblings
cclesiastes 3: 1 states: include two brothers and two
To everything there is a sisters.
season, and a time to every
purpose under the heaven.
Bishop Owens is a product
of the DC public school system.
Because he is concerned After graduating from Cardozo
about the spiritual growth of his High School, he continued his
congregation, the Rev. Roy R. education at Miner's DC
Harris has announced a Fall Teacher College, and received a
Revival Session at Tabernacle Bachelor of Science Degree in
Church, 1168 N. Waterman English, a Masters of Art in
ave., San Bernardino, CA.
English from Howard University,
For the first time in the a doctor of Divinity Degree from
Inland Empire Area the Revival Trinity Hall College and Seminar
Speaker will be Bishop Alfred in Louisville, Kentucky, also a
A. Owens Jr. Pastor of the Master of Divinity Degree from
Greater Mt. Calvary Holy Howard University.
Church in Washington DC. A
Washington DC native, Bishop,
Bishop Owens- and his wife,
Owens was born March 18, · Susie, are the proud parents of a

E

Daryl Coley Comes To
Riverside

Daryl Coley
Touch of Love Ministries,
Inc., is proud to present a gospel
benefit musical featuring
recording artists, Daryl Coley,
Anthony Whigham, Higher
Calling, Selina Jackson, and also
the Riverside Mass Choir,
Riverside Faith Temple Choir
and a host of others. The benefit
will be held on December 12,
1992, 6:30 to 9:00 pm at Kansas
Ave Church, 4491 Kansas Ave,
Riverside.
For more ticket infonnation
call (909) 682-8334 (Riverside),
(909)
887-1331
(San
Bernardino), (909) 596-7111
(Pomona), or (213) 737-6488
(Los Angeles).

A Dreamer's Prophecy
The Economic Network,
D.E.A.L Printing and The
African-American Student
Movement (RCC) presents A
Dreamer's Prophecy: "We As A
People" (Will Get To the
Promised Land), a drama
detailing the life of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. starring:
Jeannie Williams with Special
Guests and Celebrities, on
~unday, January 10, 1993, 3:30
pm, at Riverside Community
College, Landis Auditorium,
4800 Magnolia Ave., Riverside,
CA 92506.
For more information call
(909) 787-7743.

Son-Rise Holds Auditions
For "What Is Black"

December 15- 18

7:00 PM
Tabernacle Church
1168 N. Waterman
San Bernardino

Bishop Alfred and Evang.
Susie Owens

Les Johnson and Associates,
the producers of this project are
expecting sold out crowds of
approximately 2,200 each
evening. Attendees of this
gospel outreach are being asked
to bring a can good and/or a toy.
The food and toys will be

NEW HOPE

MBC

; xWHATKINGDOM WILL ·
i NEVERBE;DESTROYED?
1

son Alfred Thomas and a
daughter Kristel Moneek.
Revival services will be held
December 15-18 at 7:00 pm

each evening. The public is cordially invited to attend all services.

Top Gospel Artists Come Together
distributed to agencies and
churches to provide baskets and
meals for needy families and
individuals.
Tickets can be purchased at
the West Angeles Book Store,
Word Harvest Worship Church,
Berean Christian Book Stores,

" Quistiort: tpear Dr. Woods,
My question is regarding the
,scripture found in Daniel 2:44,
;t h.at saf.s~;,"~p~: the da'ys ::or
,these kings shaU the God .of
:Heav~ii..ietup'a King9om; \Vhlch
$hali;nev'erbe destfoyed, arid the
Kingdorn' shali 'hot be left"'to
other people, .but it.shall break in
pieces ,Nid consu'me all these
:kingdoms ; ·a nd it shall stand
forever.'Hs this scripture fulfilled
in•Matthew 4:23, .and also, Acts

in

Lighthouse Christian Book
Stores, Loveland Church and
New Life Records. For
Additional information and
pro~~§fbf·
ticket outlets, Les Johnson and · :70:38.;Jis;-tiiis
Associates can be reached 24 ,God:~$Jngdom ;in the world?
hours, 7 days a week at (909) J>.S:r;;J::l1e,re •were "'J our other
:Ktng~q,tjis;;~entioned•• pdorrto,
424-3300 and (310) 804-5555.

Jiot:ta

:~ ~;~~i,~ ;:'~port~,.,r,M·~~;

HOSTS Al\NUAL GOLF TOURNAMENT

Bernarilirio, CA
.
:~• Answer:' The Book of Daniels
pontam:5 ,, many important
prophecies that describe end
'.times. JJ1C:scripture that you
referring to in Daniel 2:44 is not
:referring:..to Matthew 4:.23 and ~cts "2Q:78 which refer to the
gospe! ,of,the !(ingdom. Daniel
2:44 is referring beyond the Age
of Grace, the Church Age, and
'.speaks of the Kingdom that will
be established after the seven
·year Tribulation. lt is referring to
the Millennial Kingdom where
Christ 'will rule on this earth for
one thou~~ct\years: nuwig this
time "Satan,:w illtbe focked ;up in
'the''bottbmless' pff7unable ;to
affect the nations of the world
'(Revelatiqn 20:1-3)~ Hence, there
will be' ii peace in th'e world
unknown since the Garden of
Edel). This Kingdom (the one
thousand year ,Millennial reign of
Christ) will never be destroyed
and will not be affected by other
world leaders because there will
be only one leader ~ Jesus Christ!
After this one . thousand year
Millennial reign "the final
judgement of Satan, the false
prophet, and all those who reject
Christ will take place. Then the
New Jerusale'm will descend
,from,. heaven and God's Kingdom
a nd -Gog's people ~ _
ill, abide
togetl)~r forever (lleYelation•20,
.

J

ohn P. Kee, the Prince of
· Gospel;
Shun Pac
Rhodes, a soulful singer, wh9
will be featured in Paramounts
film "Leap of Faith" starring
Steve Martin, with loql
singer/songwriter, Norman
Hutchins
will
headline
"DISCOVERY 92". Norman
recently released his self-titled
solo album and is also featu d
on the Sparrow release, "Saints
In Praise Volume II and Ill.
"DISCOVERY 92" a Gospel
music public service initiative'is
scheduled for Friday, December
11, and Saturday, December 12,
in the Gardiner W. Spring
Auditorium located at 1245 No.
Euclid in Ontario, Calif. Show
times for each evening is 8:00

In celebration of Black pm ..
History Month, Son-Rise Youth
Ministries proudly presents, a
dynamic dramatic production:
"What Is Black", and is casting
parts for all ages and races.
Auditions are scheduled for.
December 15th, 7:00 pm at 1
Stratton Community Center,
2008 Pennsylvania in Riverside
and December 19th, 1:00 pm 4:00 pm at Bobby Bonds Sports
Center, 3894 Kansas Ave. in
Riverside. For information call
(909) 874-4422.
1

Revival!
Revival!
Revival!

Tell Us
How V\/e
Can
Improve
The Paper
(714) 6826070 ..
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Once again New Hope Missionary Baptist Church sponsored Its Annual Golf
Tournament which promoted both spiritual and recreational fellowshlp with area
churches and the surrounding communities. Some of the tournament players from
left to right: Top Row - Llnlc J.,ewls, Harvey Walker, Lou Flowers Rodgers
Mulligan, Rev. Edgar Murrell~Rev. Elvls Brown, Rev. Marvin Brown, Jam~s Cannon,
· • Ivon Scott, ~ottom Re>y, • ~obby.~alrton; Harvey P~le, Willie Clark, Tony Randall,
Curtis Winton.'.
• ·· ' ·
· ,
· ·
·
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RIVERSIDE FAI1H
TEMPLE MINISTRIES

Family Christian
Fellowship Church

2355 Pennsylvania
Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507

945 Foothill Blvd. Suite A
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 820-7673

~--«

. '·:~: .:t~

Quinn AME
Church
Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor
P.O. Box 8091
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

"Come Worship"

(714) 788-0170

::;:

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
COME WORSHIP
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
Thursday Night Bible Study
·:
... ·
- 7:00p.m.
YOU'LL LOVE IT! PASTORS JOE & BEA SIMS
Friday Night Youth In Action
SUNDAY SERVICES
- 7:00p.m.
Prayer ....................................................................... 8:30a.m.
Monday
- Friday
Sunday School ...........................................................9:30a.m.
(Highnoon
Prayer)
Morning Service ......................................................11 :00a.m.
Evening Classes/Worship Service ........................ 6:30p.m. Saturday Soul Winning

(Currently Meeting at Badger
Springs Middle School, 24750
Delphinium St., Corner of Indian
and Delphinium)
(714) 486-9399
Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor

WITH US

Order of Service
Sunday School 9 a.m.
Morning Worship 10 a.m.
Bible Study 7 p.m. Wednesday (Please call for location).

(714) 888-2038
"Faith is the substance of things
New Vision Foursquare Gospel
hoped for, the evidence of things
Church
not seen."
(Formerly Delman Heights)
(see ad for worship times)
Pastors Jules Nelson, Ph.D and
Mt. Olive Baptist Church
Lourdes Nelson
Baptist
"Heart of Revival Church"
Marena Valley
2110 Ogden St.
New Life Missionary Baptist
San Bernardino, CA 92405
1890 W. 30th Street
Non
Denominational
SAN BERNARDINO
Church
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(714) 887-4864
Quinn Chapel AME
Life Changing Ministries
(714)887-3013
Order
of
Service
Rev.
Elijah
S.
Singllary,
Pastor
Dr.
Rev.
Reginald
Woods
(Services Held At:)
Baptist
,
_
Sunday
Services
Sunday
School
10
a.m.
1322
N.
Medical
Center
Dr.
5395
N.
'F'
Street
24750 Delphinium
Bethesda Missionary Baptist
Sunday School
9:30 am. Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Morning
Worship
11
a.m.
San
Bernardino,
CA
92407
San
Bernardino,
CA
Church
Celebration Service
11:00 a.m. (714) 486-9399 / 486-9389
Wednesday Bible
(714) 381-4885
Services
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
Evangelic Service
6:30 p.m. Order of Services
Study
9:30
a.m.
(see
ad
for
services)
Sunday
School
San Bernardino, CA 92411
All day fasting and prayer
Prayer
Meeting
7
p.m.
Sunday
Sunday School
9 am
Rev. Donald Osborne
Tuesday Church Service
11:00
a.m.
Worship
Service
Apostolic
I
Pentecostal
10 am
Sunday Services
Prayer Meeting
Mt.
Rose
Mission
Baptist
Lighthouse
Full
Gospel
Church
SundayBilbe
Study
Wednesday
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
7:30p.m.
Church
Children's Church
11:00 a.m. Friday
7pm
Worship Hour
11:00a.m. Rev. Joel Steward
3153 N. Macy
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris
Monday{For more infonnation call)
Choir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m. St. Paul AME Church
1457 N. Mt. Vernon
San Bernardino, CA
Church of God In Christ
Sunday
Service
Tuesday
Youth
&
Adult
Bible
Rev. Charles Brooks
(714)
887-1227
/
887-3809
Carter Memorial
Study
6:30 p.m. 1355 w. 21st Street
Grace Bethel MBC
Morning
Worship
11:00
a.m.
(see
ad
for
services)
1606 W. 11th St
1st & 3rd Wednesday
San Bernardino, CA 92411
10250 Cypress Ave
San Bernardino, CA
Macedonia Baptist Church
New Hope Baptist, S.B.
Mission Meeting
6:00 p.m.. (714) 887-1718
Riverside, CA 92503
(714) 381-4475
Rev. C.A. Simpson
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor
Thursday
(see ad for services)
(714)352-1688
New Hope COGIC
2042 N. State St.
1575 West 17th Street
Prayer & Praise
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
254 So. Mnt. Vernon
S_an Bernardino, CA 92411
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Service
7:00 p.m. Temple Missionary Baptist Church
• Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 887-2138
(714) 887-2526 Chur'Ch
Radio Broadcast
Pastor Raymond Turner
(2nd &4th)
(714) 381-2662
'Sunday
9:30 a.m. Sunday Services
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
1583 Union Street
Monday Evangelism 7:00 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _s_u_n_da.;.y_w_o_r_sh..;ip~-:"'!""-1_0_
:4_5.;,a_.m_._M_orn_in,;;g_Wi_o_rs~h..:ip_ __;8~:0:.:0;_:a,;,:..m,;,:..;_.:,Sa::t,:;ur~da:;:Y~--_;1:,::00:.:;_-2:,::.:,00:,.P:::·:.:;m:,
. ..,.,:S;:an:.:.:,B,::
ern.:,:ar:,:di::n;:o,~C:,A.:...:,9:,24;.,:l~l--- Wednesday Prayer 6:30 p.m.
Cleveland Hobdy III, Sr. Pastor
Saturday Services
Song Service
-9:15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
UI'Ch Service
11 :OOam.
dventist Youth Service 5:00 p.m.

Wednesday
Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Come Over To Macedonia And
Help Us! - Acts 16:9

Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Morning Worship: 11 pm
Evening Worship: 6 pm
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues.
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th

f\

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
B.T.U.
5:30 p.m.
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
Nursery Services Provided

\_

\.
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MOST STORES

OPEN
8 A. M.

113.

TO SERVE YOU

EACH

Craig 2-Head VCR with Remote

~

Features: on-screen display programming, 24-function remote
control, 14 day/4 event programmable timer, 3-speed playback
and more While stocks lost.

~--

12.99::N
Chia Pet Planter

Choose from Bear, Kitten, Puppy, Rom, Bull,
Bunny, Turtle or Tree. While stocks last.

,; ,

..

·r.w

.$ ' ..:!'~!!!'......
REG. 12.95 TO 64.95

SALis t.71 TO 41.71

Selected nmeJCr Casio, Lorus
and Disney Watches*
•

not Include watches alrea

rtductd to SO% aff.

2.99~~
L'Eggs Pantyhose

Sheer .Elegance Silken Mist Galo Collection only
or Silk Sheer $2. 99 re- riced cks.

*
88C;

Eagle Ridged Potato Chi,s

6-oz. Regular or Sour Cream and Onion.

6.99::

Th"·tty Ultra Diapers 7.99
For Girls or Boys
26 count to 54 count. Small through
extra large sizes. Stages 1 thru 5 _

J.!2.99~

Pepsi

12-oz. cons. Regular, Diet or Mountain Dew.

•• 1Ue .,4,,,,,,..~,,, Alt••
I

~--

COUPONS

Thrifty Paper Towels

2 ply.

Compare to National Brands

• We Can Easily Take Care of Your Insurance Billing. By accepting
over 3,000 insurance plans, Thrifty makes billing simpler for you.
• You Can Save Money By Using Generic Drugs. Just ask your
Thrifty Pharmacist how.
THRlffl ACCEPTS OVER 3000 INSURANCE AND
UNION NESCRIPTION PLANS

I

See The White Pages Of Your Phone Book For The Thrifty Or Thrifty Jr. Nearest You
Not All Items, Departments Or Prices Advertised Are Available At Thrifty Jr. Stores.

I
I

Our Advertisir19 Policy: If an item is not described as reduced or sale, it may be at the regular price. A regular price, though not reduced, is an outstanding value. Our intention is to have
every advertised item in stock and on our shelves. Kyour local store should run out of any advertised item during the sale period, or should an item not arrive due to unforesHn circumstances,
the stare will issue a Courtesy Card (raincheck) on request for the item to be purchased at the sale pri(e wherever available. This does not apply to clearance and close-out sales or to
special purchases where quantities ore limited to stock available. No sales to dealers. Umit rights reserved.

! MANUFACTURERS' !
I
I

!SJ~ffC

·-------------·

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, MOST STORES NOW
CARRY A SELECTION OF FRESH MILK AND DAIRY PRODUm
I

V
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African-American Chamber Helps Entrepreneurs
:: ri-i
he African American
:·; .
Chamber
of

the scholarship recipient, Keith
Matthews, James White said,
Commerce held their "Not only do we need to get the
second annual scholarship students to college, we must
Dinner Dance, "Educati ng help kee p them there. "
Additionally he said, we must
Tomorrow's Entrepreneurs."
The organization opened the develop economic strength. Be
speakers podium to three entrepreneurial and there is a
organization instead of the need for AACC, to network and
traditional high profile dinner support.
Therein lies the key to why
speaker.
the guest speakers all representElyse Traynum President of ed local groups.
the African-American Attorney
Assoc iation of the Inland ·
,Empire, spoke of personality
traits and the need to serve the
community. Traynum gave six
points that are similar to business people and lawyers. 1.
Drive, both continue to learn. 2.
Both must be logical/critical
thinkers. 3. Be good with people. 4. Have good communication skills. 5. Teach knowl- Berms Manns and Delores
edge, both know their p~o~~ct WIiiiams NCNW members
ad. 6. A sense of resoons1b1lity,
they can't be isolated from the i
community.
Delores Williams, represented
the National Council of Negro
Women. Her speech centered
on education and youth.
Williams, said we must continue
to place extreme value on education for our youth. She addi.tionally told of Mrs. Bethune's
:legacy.
· Fairfax Campbell, represent:ed the 100 Black Men of the
) nland Empire. He said the "Woodle" Rucker-Hughes
:organization is concerned with
:youth also. Their focus is on
those with a " B" average and
:above in the 8th grade. The
name of their program is the
"Young
Scholars"
~rogram, andB_la.ck
1t 1s part
of the nation-

Chamber Board members, President James White, Elyse
Traynum, Cheryl Brown and Vice President Ralph Rivers.

Virgil and Eliza Woolfolk, Myrtle Krushall, Sylvia Martin, Eunice
Wllllamson and an unidentified man.

·:::~.

;

Michael, Cynthia and Phil Gordon, owners of Computer
Technology Services In Moreno Valley.

i:·t .·.
·· ,e•.s• . .·,-w
.. . ·. .··lht
al program.
..
.' • T·
In m aking.a presentation to Councilman and Mrs. Jack
Clarke

•.

.
....

Princess Marcella Borghese• Clinique 'Colour Deeps'• Fashion Fair • M.A.C. • Pres6riptives 'All Skins'• S .A .N. E. • Visage B eaute Custom Color• Princess Marcella Borghese •
~
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Come celebrate

•

the holidays with

I:,<

;:

. t3
_§

-~
. .aii::

Looking for a foundation that fits your
exact skin tone? Need a new blush that
blends in well with your complexion? Visit
Nordstrom, where you'll find an extensive
selection of makeup collections designed to

makeup that

J-....~
~

Rich eye shadows. Luscious lip colors.
Beautiful blush. All, from the top names

~

in the beauty industry. And, all designed

skin tone

~
i::s

s•

to bring out your own ethnic beauty.

perfectly.

~

~

ALSO, DISCOVER OUR EXCITING

•

SELECTION OF NEW HOLIDAY COLORS,

~
c,5
•

NOW AT YOUR FAVORITE COSMETICS
COUNTER!

~5

•

~

:::::::

~

•

match the skin tone of women of all colors.

matches your

;:!

•

.~
~

........
;)

.'$
~

~

~

t•

cJ
~

~

...•
~

~
;:

-~

NORDST ROM

~

"l

~
•

South Coast Plaza, Brea, Cerritos , Montclair, Riverside and MainPlace/Santa Ana. Open special hours today 10:00 a.m.- 10:00 p.m., except Los Cerritos Center
and Montclair Plaza 10:00 a.m.- 9 :30 p.m. We welcome the American Express® Card.

(.

•
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Convicted Murderer May Move To Halfway House!
,

R

uled insane for killing
his Moreno Valley tenant, in response to a
claimed command from God,
David Cary Sword now face

Together
We Can

Ramzi A. El Du-Waik, 29.
Now, Superior Court Judge
Edward D. Webster, who convicted Sword, will decided if
Sword is still a danger to soci-

ety, as some doctors conclude, at
a hearing Dec. 18.
Prosecuter William Mitchell
said he will fight the defense
attempt to get Sword released

cohesiveness.
happy only if they subordinate
Since no society has yet been themselves.
invented in which the overProbably the whole point of
whelming majority can survive rearing a child can be summed
without working, and since up in one word: individuality".
everything we have learned That is, helping him to be who
about human beings suggests he is with all his strengths and
that they are happier when they nuances of personality and disare performing some useful tinctiveness of background.
function, parents have their chil- Naturally, the stronger the pardren to instill in them a positive ents, the more coherent the valattitude toward work.er. Such an ues of the family, the easier it
attitude involved acceptance of a will be for the child to evolve
relationship between effort and his individuality.
It is equally important that
reward, willingness to share, an
ability to follow and accept dis- parents put forward a positive
cipline as well as to lead and attitude toward their own racial
give directions, and a capacity to and ethnic heritage. There are
postpone immediate gratifica- some untenable and self-defeattion for the sake of later accom- ing impulses in the Black Power
Movement, but for Negro chilplishment.
No child should be stifled or dren there is surely an enormous
severely coerced, but too much psychic gain in being taught that
emphasis has probably been "Black is beautiful". Black is
placed on self-expression with beautiful - and so are White, red,
the result that many children brown and yellow.
Almost anything that a family
grow up never realizing that
there are times when they can be does together - whether it is eat-

ing in a restaurant, camping,
going on a vacation, going to
church, hiking, bicycling o
working on the family boat - is
worthwhile, because it promotes
a family spirit. Children may
resent at times that they cannot
do what every other child on the
block is doing; but, far out balancing that resentment, they
gain the security of family membership.

outpatient treatment in a halfway house.
Sword has been committed to
Patton State Hospital in
Highland since 1989 for killing

0

By Charles Ledbetter
MORENO VALLEY NEWS
PART II
If one's work does not provide any kind of distinctive outlet, it may still provide the psychic rewards of being a member
of a group with its own plan and

from Patton.
Sword,
43,
of
San
Bernardino, pleaded guilty to
murdering El Du-Waik in the
home El Du-Waik rented from
Sword. Court records report
that on April 10, 1988, Sword
calmly shot El Du-Waik with a
.45-caliber pistol, left the house,
reloaded the gun and read the
Bible, seeking clues for a second
intended victim he never found.
Doctors who examined
Sword reported Sword's religion
as motivation for the killing.
Sword told a psychologist and
psychiatrist that God healed his
swollen knee the day before the
killing. Doctors' reports said

The civili zing of a child
begins with the recognitions o
restraints. If a child is to learn
to be an adult , he has to begin
by respecting the adults he
knows best - his parents and
grandparents. By learning to
obey his father and mother, a
child has the freedom within the
sure boundaries they set for him
to discover his own identity. By
learning to respect other people 's rights, a child gains the
self-con fi dence to claim his
own.

Sword believed that in return for
the healing, God wanted him to
kill El Du-Wait and someone
else who would be revealed as
"Og" to assure his entrance to
heaven.
,,..
•' f

After Sword killed El ou: ... i
Wait in front of several people;~
including the victim's wife, he "'
drove to Corona and read the ·'
Bible in his truck, seeking clues ''-'
for finding Og. Sword wa{ ~
arrested the next day.
·
Mitchell said if Sword is,.,
released from Patton and placed, ...,
in a halfway house for outpatient ,,
treatment, a jury trial could bed
held a year later to determine if ,1
Sword's sanity is restored.
-•~·i
()
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If you're

✓
,

lool<ingfor
alow
home loan
rate,check
outthese
numbers:
\.

\

Initial Rate

4.75%
7.03%
APR

\

\\

Then check
outthese
numbers:
KENO: NOW PLAYIN' IN ALL
THE HOT SPOTS!

-

You can play Keno in
all the Hot Spots. Supermarkets, bars, bowling
alleys, malls, convenience
and corner stores or wherever you see the Keno
Hot Spot sign. Here's
what you do: How many
spots (numbers) do you
want to play? You pick
your own numbers or
Quick Pick. Next decide
how much you want to
spend per game, mark the
number of games you
want to play, then check

Riverside (909) 687-2600 • Temecula (909) 695-0025

~

\'\1'a

the monitor for your winning numbers. Easy isn't ~.._(/!; ~ - . .
it? You choose your
~
~~ ·
0 .I iJ
odds and your prize and i,
you could win up to
$250,000 in cash. It's the
·
game that's ready when
you are. For the Keno
Hot Spot nearest you, call
1-900-HOT-KENO.
The call will cost you
$.50 per minute and
you' ve got to be 18 to
play.
So, hit all the Hot Spots
with Keno, it's sizzlin'.

-"7e

HOME SAVINGS OF AMERICA
To gel the right home loan.call the right pl<1ce.

~ This is a limited-time offer. Rate is subject to change without notice. fused on our

1=.I

ARM IICproduct, which features a JO-year term and assumes 20% down. Introductory

i.T'N'rn rate applicable lo first 3 monthly payments. APR may inaease after consummation

•

of loan. Maximum loan amoun:J and other terms and limitations may apply.

r,

\

:
!

'
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COUPON COOKBOOK CORNER

The Last Minute Cook

I. Marion Joyce

.,

Post-Holiday Recipes Using
Turkey and Roast Beef

TURKEY ANYTIME~
Turkey isn't just for Thanksgiving any more thanks to
Louis Rich®, creators of a wide array of turkey products
that can be enjoyed all year round_Take Turkey Bacon
and Turkey Breakfast Sausage for example. Each has only half the fat of
cooked pork bacon or sausage, but all the great taste! These prod ucts fit
right into the healthy lifestyle we all want today.
Although Louis Rich® Tu rkey Bacon and Turkey Breakfast Sausage are
delicious served in traditional breakfast dishes, they are also ext remely
versatile. You can use them in sandwiches, soups, salads and a wide variety
of other dishes, any time of the day, with mouth-watering results. For
• example, this recipe for Turkey Bacon & Creamy Herb Noodles is quick a nd
easy, taking only 20 minutes from start to finish. More importantly, its
delicious, homemade taste is su re to please you and your family!
4 Bays English Muffins, split,
Enjoy...and don't forget to use the valuable coupon below_
toasted
vinegar
tablespoons soy
1/4 cup chopped peanuts
TURKEY BACON & CREAMY HERB NOODLES
sauce
For Sauce, combine all ingredients; 1 pkg. (12 oz.) LOUIS RICH® Turkey 1 pkg. (8 oz_) Neufchatel 2t..llght
teaspoons sesame oil
set aside.
. Bacon, cut Into 1/2- Inch pieces
cream cheese, cut Into cubes
teaspoon freshly grated
For Slaw, combine vinegar, soy 8 oz. fresh mushrooms, sliced
1/3 cup~ white wine and
ginger
sauce, oil and ginger in medium bowl. 6 green onions with tops, sliced
cup finely julienne-cut
water QL 2/3 cup skim milk
Toss with remaining ingredients ex- 8 oz_ medium egg noodles,
or shredded carrots
1/2 tsp.~ garlic powder, dried cept turkey, muffins and peanuts.
cup fresh bean
uncooked
basil and dried thyme leaves :
sprouts
To serve, spread each toasted muf1 small tomato, chopped
cup chopped green
fin half with about 11/2 tablespoons
Cook turkey bacon In nonstick skillet on high heat about 8 minutes
onion
of the sauce. Top with 1 1/2 to 2
or
until lightly browned, stirring frequently. Add mushrooms and
tablespoons chopped
ounces of the turkey. Spoon on about
onion;
cook and stir 4 minutes. Meanwhile, cook noodles according tocilantro
1/4 cup of the slaw. Sprinkle with
package directions In large saucepan or Dutch oven. Drain: Return
ounces sliced, cooked turkey chopped peanuts.
noodles to same saucepan and add all remaining Ingredients except
breast
Serves 4 to 6.
tomato. Cook and stir on medium heat until cheese melts. Toss turkey

:After long hours of preparing
Roast Beef Chili
holiday feasts, few cooks have the Start with: roast beef cut into small
time - or energy - to do the dishes,
cubes - set aside
let alone fix a complete dinner in Saute: finely chopped onion and
garlic in olive oil
the days following the festivities.
Fortunately, families appreciat_e Mix in: one can of chili with beans
and roast beef cubes - stir until
hqliday leftovers as much as the
bubbly
or.iginal, especially if those leftServe: over or alongside toasted
overs feature creative and delicious
Bays English Muffins broiled
touches.
with garlic butter and shredded
The Last Minute Cook offers a
2
cheddar cheese
number of post-holiday recipes Accompany: with sour cream,
designed to turn your leftover turkey
guacamole, chopped green onion, 2 1/2
1 1/2
and roast beef into flavorful,
bacon bits
tip1e-saving entrees featuring "madeWhen you have a little more time,
1 1/4
from-scratch" taste and gourmet turn remaining holiday turkey into
this
delicious
oriental
dish:
appeal.
1
" By simply adding a fow special
, Turkey Sandwiches
With Oriental Slaw
ingredients, holiday leftovers can
1/4
Pictured Below
qµic kly and easily be turned into a Sauce
3/4 cup vanilla low-fat yogurt
variety of delicious dishes," says
3
1/4 cup creamy peanut butter
George Bay, vice president of Bays
1 teaspoon grated orange rind
Corporation, a Cordon Bleu chef and
12-16
Dash cayenne red pepper
a. last minute cook himself. "One of
Ill)' favorites, Roast Beef Chili, is a
h;earty dish, perfect for the holiday
fi tball season."
Try these Last Minute Leftovers,
developed and tested by George Bay,
This year, deck the halls and trim let cool for one to two minutes. Pierce
using holiday turkey and roast beef: the tree with crafts made from candy. top of candy with toothpick, thread
Home economists at E. J. Brach with ribbon or wire and trim the tree!
Turkey Waldorf Muffins
Corporation offer easy-to-follow
directions for making a festive
Start with: cubed turkey
wreath from Christmas Starlight
Add: Waldorf Salad (leftover,
Mints and for turning Brach's® Cut
or make your own with diced
Rock candy into a colorful assortment
celery, apples, walnuts
of hard candy ornaments.
' and grapes)
Best of all, you can nibble while you
Toss with: ranch or slaw dressing work!
(try a fat-free ranch for a lower
Brach's Hard Candy
calorie dish)
Ornaments
Serve: on toasted, lightly buttered
Supplies
, Bays English Muffins
• Brach's Cut Rock Candy
• 3- by 5-inch piece aluminum foil
• Toothpicks
• 9-inch piece of thin ribbon or wire
To Make Ornaments
Preheat oven to 350°. Place one cut
Brach's Christmas
rock candy with image face up on foil.
Starlight Mint Wreath
Cook in oven for one to three
minutes, until candy flattens, but Supplies
does not bubble. Remove candy and • 4-6 bags (12½-oz.) of Brach's

bacon mixture with noodles; sprinkle with tomato. Makes 8 servings.
Nutrition information per serving: 280 calories, 13g p,rotein, 21 g •
carbohydrates, 15g fat, 85 mg cholesterol, 700mg sodium.
•

Candy Crafts Make Tasteful Decorations

·Advertise
In The

Christmas Starlight Mints
• Styrofoam wreath (large or small)
• Approximately 1-3 yards of velvetlike red or green ribbon with plastic
backing (or ready-made bow)
green and red ribbon
• Fill a small cookie tin with an
assortment of candies - hostesses
expecting more cookies will get a
sweet surprise when they find candy
instead
• Make gift packages even more
irresistible by tying candy canes and
other hal'd candies mto bows
• Craft or flori st wire
• Sewing pins

T o Make Wreath
Make a mint garland by wrapping
wire around wrapped end of a
mint . Measure down the wire onehalf to one inch and wrap another
mint onto same wire. Repeat this
procedure until the garland is two
to three feet long. Wind the strand
tightly around the styrofoam wreath.
Begin a new garland strand and
continue wrapping until wreath is
completely covered. Make a festive
bow from the ribbon and attach to
the top of the wreath, secure with
sewing pins. Use wire to make a loop
at t he top of wreath for hanging.
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Inez Revises Soul Food Cookbook

r. Inez Y. Kaiser,
author of The Original
Soul Food Cookery
CPokbook, has completed the 'the book contains over 280 recipe s o n how
tliird revision. Due to popular
demand the edition will be on how to cook "soul" food. ents is written so that it is underavailable in early December.
These recipes are a change from stood.
• Soul Food Cookery is a cook- the fancy dishes that require an
Divided into sections, you
bpok that is different and unique expert cook or a variety of can see at a glance where to find
iQ many ways. First of all, it herbs. Homemakers will find the dish you are looking for. The
c(.)ntains simply written recipes that this cookbook is what is book is spiral-bound so you can
uSing common everyday foods needed in this economy. Low- easily keep it open to the page
that can be combined to make cost ingredients are used to you are cooking from. It is plastasty dishes that truly satisfy the make up the tastiest dishes tic covered, too, so if it gets
SQul.
imaginable.
soiled you just wipe it clean.
Written with the hope that it
The recipes are simply writSome sample menus include
W.ill help bridge the racial gap ten and set out in such a way typical "soul" food such as
bS, understanding through one of that even youngsters and bache- Sweet Potato Pie, Peas, and Hog
lil"e 's basic needs - food, the lors can follow them easily. The Jowl, Jambayala, Blackeye
book contains over 280 recipes method for combining ingredi- Peas and Rice, Hush Puppies,

t o cook " soul " food'
Chitterlings, Collard Greens,
Navy
Beans
and
Pig
Tails, Com Meal Dodger for Pot
Likker, and other familiar
favorites.
Throughout each section are
useful hints and information to
help you in the kitchen.
This cookbook will help the
homemaker in planning nutritious meals and how to shop
within a limited budget. It also
includes other tips on how to
freeze prepared foods, maintain
stored food, remove stains, plan

economics for a number of
years. A syndicated columnist,
she now runs a successful public
relations firm in Kansas City,
Missouri specializing in the
AfricanAmerican market.
Now in its third printing due
to overwhelming demand,
SOUL FOOD COOKERY is
sold through Dr. Inez Y. Kaiser
SOUL FOOD COOKERY is 906 Grand Avenue, Suite 200
an excitingly different cookbook Kansas City, Missouri 64106.
You may receive your copy
- it makes everyday eating an
by
sending a check or money
irresistible adventure. When you
order
for $14.95 plus $1.50 to
try these recipes, you too will
cover
postage
and handling.
understand why they will "satisSoul
Food
Cookery aprons
fy
your soul."
Dr.
are
also
available
for $12.951'
Inez Yeargan Kaiser is an
internationally known home plus postage of $1.25. Each coneconomiu who taught home tains 13 recipes.

parties for a number of people,
set a table. It also contains a
time table for cooking meat,
hints on household cleaning,
equivalent weights and measures, and a guide for the selection of spices and herbs. A section is devoted to microwave
cooking.

''I know, I know,
I was gonna quit smoking t9day, but...''

.

.,

When You're Ready To Give Up The Excuses,
We're Ready To Help You Give Up Smoking.

CALL
1-800-7-NO-BUTTS.
© California Department of Health Services.

\
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Pre.te~n_d Yo~ Just Won $1,000,ooo:
.i'/

SAN FRANCISCO, CA
uppose you suddenly
became wealthy - the
lottery, an inheritance
or a "big win" at a casino... and had more money than
you could ever imagine.
What would you do? Buy a
huge house, d~ling jewelry and
luxury cars? Take trips to exotic
locations? Support charities?
Finance your own political campaigns? How would your
friends and family act if they
became millionaires? Would it
change them or you, and if so,
how?
Now you can find out by
playing You Just Because A
Millionaire, selected the "Best
Adult Game for 1993 by Fun &
Games magazine and the Game
Retailer Network.
This exciting new Game,

S

. Our Learning Tree Plans
: Hollday Fashion Show
· Rialto 's cultural bookstore,
: Our Learning Tree, presents
: Christmas/Kwanzaa Holiday
Festival African Fashion show.
The show will feature live entertainment from the African Dance
Troupe and jazz band.
The event will be held at
Sturges Theater For The Fine
Arts, 780 N. E. Street, San
Bernardino Saturday, December
19,1992 at 6 p.m.
Tickets are $10 for adults and
$5 for children under 12.

..
.

Holiday Store For Victims

House of Ruth and National
.,_
..
Charity League Juniors are cosponsoring a Holiday Store for
families served by House of
•.-,
Ruth in the last year. The
~-tttnt .. . ..
Holiday Store will provide new Award winning game lets you play the fantasy.
toys, gifts, clothes, and non-perishable food baskets to House of
Ruth clients at no cost!
Mothers will be able to shop
n January 18, 1993 The evening's activities will
,for their children and children
The High Desert consist of musical and dramatiwill be able to select the perfect
Black
Heritage cal presentations dedicated to
gift for Mom. Our Holiday
Committee the memory of Dr. King and his
Store may be a major resource (HDBHC) and the Victor Valley "dream."
for a Happy Holiday Season for Community College (VVCC)
families rebuilding violence-free Associated Student Body are
If you or your organization
lives.
once again jointly presenting a wish to be a part of this special
The Holiday Store asks that
Birthday Tribute honoring Dr. evening, call (619)241-3813 or
donated gifts be new, toys be
Martin Luther King Jr., at the 243-7486 for details.
non-violent.and all gifts remain
VVCC Perfonning Arts Center.
Additionally, the winners of
,unwrapped. Donations can be
This is an annual event requir- the Dr. King Essay, Art and
delivered to the store located at:
ing communitywide support. Poetry contest, will be
The Claremont Packing House,
532 W. First Street, Claremont,
California 91711.
BILL BELLAMY FEATURED
For drop-off dates and for
more infonnation call 623-4364.
ON HBO COMEDY SPECIAL
,;,

~

designed for 3 to 6 adults of all
Games Partnership, Ltd ,
ages, provides players with the Inc., the manufacturer of Yo'u
opportunity to experience and Just Became A Millionaire, al~
enJoy the fantasy of being fabu- markets the highly successful
romantic -game, An Enchanting
lously wealthy.
When asked if you could Evening as well as the game of
change one thing in your life, sharing and discovery, Getting
being wealthy was the number To Know You ... Better selected
one choice for males and a the "Best Adult Game for 199~"
close second for females (being by Fun & Games Magazine anti
thinner had a 2 % lead!) (The the Game Retailer Network. !
Day America Told the Truth,
For more information call
Prentice Hall 1991.)
(800) 776-7662.

Apple Valley Honors MLK, Jr.

0

Elites Plan Holiday
:Gala/Scholarship Benefit
: To help raise funds to support
Jheir Annual Scholarship Fund,
the Elites plan a holiday gala
scholarship benefit Saturday,
pecember 19, 1992 at 7 p.m.
: Held at the March Air Force
J3 ase Recreation Center, the
evening will include a buffet
tlinner, live music, raffle, door ·
prizes and dancing.
, Special entertainment featurtng the Bre Dancers will be presented at one show only at 9:00
p.m. The Bre Dance Studio
Performers consist of 30 students forming six dance teams
ihat have performed for local
functions and participated in
dance competition. Buffet dinner will be served promptly at
8:00p.m.
This event is to help raise
funds in support of their Annual
~cholarship Awards to deserving
students in the Riverside area.
Tickets are $20 per person and
may be reserved by calling 7891171 or contacting any Elite
Club Member.

Foundation Looking For
African-American Plays
To Produce

announced and presented during
the evening. The contest is
sponsored by the HDBHC and
is open to all the school-age
children in Victor Valley, grades
1 thru 12. The winners will
receive recognition and certificates. Information about the
contest has been made available
to all the school districts within
Victor Valley. See your school
administration or call (619)2437486 for details.

BIiiy Johnson, Black Voice News
Editor, met comedian BIii Bellamy
while at San Diego's Def Jam
Comedy Tour In September. Now,
Bellamy, who's known for .his skit
, ... 'the Booty Call' wlll be featured on .
an upcoming HBO special airing
next weekend (Saturday, December
18 on HBO). The special WIii
··• Include 15 of the nation's top comed lans. Bellamy's career looks
promising for the 1993 year. In
September he told the Black Voice
"I'm taking off" when describing
his ~µccess and already he will be
"featured In a l'.lew movie. Keep
,Jooklng . out for1thls rising college
grad turned comedian.
·

This is the Eddie Murphy of 'Trading Places' and
'48 Hours! This is the Eddie Murphy we love!'
-Joel Siegel, GOOD MORNING AMERICA

"THE FUNNIEST EDDIE MURPHY YET

Murphy's charisma, his ~uick wit, his spur of the moment characters
and comedy timing I don t think has ever been sharper:'
- Chuck Henty, KABC-TV

"THE FUNNIEST
PICTURE
MURPHY HAS
MADE IN
QUITE
SOME TIME:'
- Kenneth Toran,
LOS ANGELES TIMES

L

ocal jazz and R&B
band, Perfect Choice,
will provide entertainment for KABC-TV Eyewitness
News sponsored "World's
Largest Gift Basket" Saturday,
December 12 in Riverside.
Perfect Choice, produced by
SILK Productions, will perform
from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. at the
benefit to be held at the KABCTV parking lot, 1960 Chicago

: CHICAGO-The
newlyformed
Playwrights
Dis co very /Dev elo pmen t
1nitiative (POI) is looking for
playwrights of African descent
who want their works produced
by an African American theatre
company through a collaborative Avenue.
A KABC-TV news release
process.
said
"the purpose of this event is
Any writer of African descent
to
promote
a spirit of charity
may submit work appropriate for
among
KABC-TV
viewers. The
staging - whether in-progress or
festival
will
serve
as
a kick-off."
,p reviously published or proAttendees
are
encouraged
to
duced - about Black characters
donate
canned
foods
and
·and experiences.
All scripts should be submit- unwrapped toys for needy famited by mail (not fax) by January lies.
Perfect Choice vocalists are
15, 1993. Each submission
directed
by Trish Singleton and
should include a one page
description indicating what the also include Robin Benns,
script is about, number and Jessica McKee, Maria Herrbach,
description of characters (gen- Ms. Nachaka and Sabastian
der, age, physical characteristics Cole.
Perfect Choice's vocalists
and/or attributes), set requirements (place and number of compliment each other with outscenes), any special require- standing stage presence as well
ments and whether the work was as alto and soprano harmonies.
The versatility of the group
previously read or produced.
POI is supported-by a grant allows Cole to sing duets with
from Chicago Community Trust. each of the group's female
: For more information, call vocalists.
The music end of Perfect
ETA,(312) 752-3955.

E D D I E

Perfect Choice

Choice is known for their ability
to play "a vast array of music
from pop to country" according
to Fontana Herald News writer
Karen Henson. This segment of
Perfect Choice includes the
direction of DiDi Jackson who
also plays the keyboards. Other
members include Melvin
Pilgrim, bass, Lawrence Butler,
drums, and guitarists Tony
Haskin and Jerry Deshazor.
This past summer, SILK
Productions, run by Charles
Johnson, Victor Hopkins and
Orlando Reynolds booked
Perfect Choice in several market
night block parties in cities
Rialto, Upland and Redlands.
All of their performances have
drawn a lot of attention to the
group.
Hopkins said, "After we performed at an event at the

Fontana Perfonning Arts Center,
we impressed the promoter of
the upcoming Spinners show."
Now, the community can expect
to see Perfect Choice opening
for the Spinners at the Fontana
Performing Arts Center, 9460
Sierra Avenue in Fontana on
January 9, 1993.
The production company is
busy with so many projects. In
addition to working with Perfect
Choice, SILK is also interested
in working with other acts.
Triple T, local rap group, is currently in the works.
However, groups looking for
producers or even constructive
criticism on their demos can
contact Johnson at SILK
Productions, 241-A E. Baseline
Road, Ste. 122, Rialto, CA
92376 or call 875-8866 or 7964298.

MURPHY

_ _ _ _ The _ _ __

Distinguished Gentleman:
I
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ed to be better than she was a
year ago. Her goal during this
basketball season is to dunk during a college game.
I know it takes hard work,
skill, determination and dedication to reach Natalies' level, but
her sports inheritance surely
doesn't hurt. Her father, Nate
Williams, played at Arizona
State and endured nine NBA
seasons.
Hats off to 'double-up'
Natalie and I am sure she will
achieve her goal of comp.eting :
in the '96 Olympics in either
volleyball or basketball. Then
· ·-- I ...-• herefore art thou maybe the Olympic volleyball
:
Natalie: Both the and basketball coaches' will
1
1•
'
'
basketball and vol- have to bellow, wherefore art
I
leyball coaches at thou Natalie, playing basketball,
I UCLA must be bellowing out playing volleyball?..............
I wherefore art thou Natalie!
1 Natalie Williams, a senior and
In and Outs: The Raiders '
; star basketball/volleyball player, season has been like the people
has executed a rare sports in politics who hold office and
duplex recently at Pauley th~ ones who don't, full of ins
' Pavilion, playing in a NCAA and outs. Simply put, they are
I basketball game in the afternoon sometimes 'in' and sometimes
: and running to a phone booth to ' out'. One week they are 'in',
:I change just in time to partake in having the look of a playoff
a volleyball tournament game team and the next week they are
that evening.
UCLA athletic department
' officials said it was the first time
a woman has played two varsity
sports on the same day for

_®;/

I

'out', out of the playoffs that is, the seasons final three contest. I
after a poor perfonnance.
predict the ' in' Raiders will
Reflecting on the Raider show up and the ' out' Raiders
effort this season, you can't help will stay out for the rest of the
but think what could have been. campaign.
Tum winnable games at
Game notes: Eric
C 1 eve 1 and,
Denver
and
Cincinnati into
Raider victories
and their record
would be 9-4,
insteadof6-7.
,
This past
'sunday at the
Coliseum, the
Raiders were
'in', looking for
all the world a
Super
Bowl
' contend a • ,
overwhelming
Western
Division leader
Kansas City 28I must ask,
after watching
the
Super
Raiders on this
day, what team Natalle Wllllams hammers home a point for
will show up for UCLA.
Dickerson, showing heart and
powe r in gaining 77 tough
yards, carried the ball in the
fourth quarter for the first time
since the second week of the
season. Eric just fell short of his

Black 11e Restaurant
of

Ontario

'kl<UJJ .M. 1~ e~~ IJIUUUUU»
1/uw,, IJ/.ilui lJ~ hem fJ/PJi/lJ. C""' Qala Ball.!
(j11, .2>ec. 31, 1992
'JtliJJ,, ~ c ~ a .2>GMJ:iN;
e ~ a P~ IJ.(U)(JIU,
'kl~IJS~Buffei

<Jicket4. (jH, Sak JloaJ
$50 pe11, ptVUO#t,

/JJ.OII, II ' k l ~ c ~

ea11, d/-M R ~ Nomi
(909) 395-551/0
417 W. Staie St., ('JniaMJ.,

ell

LiMousiNE SERvim PRovidEd by M&M VAlu PARkiNG
I

rebounding leader and is expect-

Eric cuts loose for a 18 yard

Charles Barkely whispers In Ron Harper's ear, before sticking

gain against Kansas City.

an elbow In his side.

You're Single. We're Free.
Why Wait?
Introducing Voice Phone MaJches, a GreaJ Place to
Meet Single People.
You are provided with a free personal matching ad in
the Reader Classifieds. You also receive a free "voice
mailbox" - a phone service that allows you to record and
receive messages from any touch-tone phone.
HOW TO PLACE YOUR AD: To place a free Phone
M atches ad, fill out the coupon below and mail it to:
Voice Phone Matches, P.O. Box 9 12, Riverside, CA
92502. The deadline for receiving free Phone Matches
ads is Tuesday at 5 p.m . Free ads are 25 words or less
and run for two weeks. No free ads will be accepted
over the phone. Ads with more than 25 words cost
$1 .20 per additional word. We ' 11 send you a 5-digit
mailbox number (to be printed in your ad) and a 4-digit
secll!'ity code for exclusive access to your responses.
You m ay also place an ad by phone until 5 p.m.
Tuesday by ((800) 572-5272), in our office (1583 W.
Baseline St , San Bernardino, CA 92411). The charge
for these late ads is $20 for the first 25 words plus $1.20

RSVP ASAP

Photo by Gary Montgomery

Supervisor Eaves Returns To The
Westside To Say Thanks
When Supervisor Jerry Eaves was campaigning for election, the former
assemblyman agreed to some terms that showed his commitment to making
things better in the Black community.

Coming Monday, December 14, 1992
per additional word.

HOW TO RETRIEVE YOUR MESSAGES
After you receive your mailbox number and private
security code, you can record your personal
introduction. Call (900) 860-5004, 24 hours a day, and
follow the easy instructions.
Use your introduction to tell more about yourself than
your ad does. Give your first name; but DON'T give
your last name, phone numbers and the best times to call
them. You can re-record your personal introduction
once per 24-hour period. All introductions are reviewed
by the readers and go on-line within 24 hours.
To listen to your response, call (900) 860-5004 any
time, 24 hours a day, and follow the easy instructions.
You can reply any response or more ahead, the previous
response will be erased, so have a pencil and piece of
paper ready! You must have a touch-tone phone to
record a personal introduction or listen to responses.

QUESTIONS? Call (909) 682-6070.

an, - . , . _ Pbmo Ma11tla ads ue
available £er any slng)e pencm .,1,o is scekin& a sinoen: idatiombip with a mcmbe, or the oppooillO ""'· Ada c:om.ainq explicit or implicit SOll1lal/anltam lan&U'F will not
bo acccpocd. Ads o!l'cring anything olmoncwyvoluc, includq livin& M:«ElmodatiOlll, &ifb er trip, in exchange wr oomponiaaahip will bo no, bo ococprcd. The Black Voice
Nows bu tho logo! ri&hl lo ~jed ID)' orde, rarm rcr any rcuoo whataoe-. Phone Matc.heo ads may ooly bo a11mill0d rcr publi<atioa by penom 18 ,..... or oldor. No ads will
bo published -1ung ponom UDdcr tho IIF o( 18. No la• nomc,. addre. . . er penona1 pbollO nwnbon will bo pemtinod. Phone Matdioa ads ue rcr individuals only. No
datina lm'Yicel, 1inglea d uba m commercial bu.inc• may advutiac in du, JCctioo.
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PRINT CLEARLY: (F111125 words are FREE)

□Check here

if you are I man seeking a woman.
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0 Check here iryou are I woman seeking I man.
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FREE AD D EAD LINE: 5 p.m. Tuesday
M a ll: Voice Reader Phooe M1Lches,
P.O. 912, Riverside, CA 92502
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At the home of Muhammad and Kadisha Cooper, crowds of people came to eat,
greet , welcome and congratulate Eaves.
J erry Eaves is Committed to Progressive Change
J erry Eaves' Pledged To:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

◄

third straight 100-yard rushing (Gault) in the fourth quarter and
effort. "I looked over to Willie he smiled, acknowledging my
Continued on B-8

7.

UCLA.

You must be asking yourself
, what kind of athlete is this
Natalie girl? Well all she has
" done is lead UCLA's volleyball
team to a 28-0 record this season, while gaining All-American
honors. Williams is also a twoi time NCAA most valuable play• er in leading the Lady Bruins to
consecutive NCAA volleyball
championships.
Want more? Williams, 6 feet
tall and considered a junior in
basketball, is UCLA's all-time

Thursday, December 10, 1992

To be accessible to his district constituents
To listen to their concerns and follow through
To work to create jobs for youth and the unemployed
To assist senior citizens and the disabled
To support improvement of health care services
To improve delivery of San Bernardino County services
To establish a small business enterprise council
To create a human relations and youth commission
To appoint neighborhood residents to sit on San Bernardino County
Boards and Commissions
• To help establish working community action committees
• To create an ombudsman to coordinate youth. Education training,
employment, health and crisis intervention programs.

Automotive
Thursday, December 10, 1992
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Complaints On Mandatory Insurance·

T

he hue and cry to
repeal Arizona's
mandatory insurance
law is upon us again,
and the complaints have not
changed much.
Insurance costs too much, and
many people are saying they
have to choose between buying
food and clothes or auto
insurance. How are they going
to pay for either if they can't
take their cars to work? Many
people still are finding ways to
get around the law, such as fake
insurance cards. And that, they
say, means the law is making

criminals out of law-abiding
citizens.
Their solution to all this~
Repeal mandatory insurance.
Not so fast.
Certainly, you have great
sympathy for the guy who has to
scrimp on food to pay for auto
insurance. But how about the
guy smacked in a crosswalk by
an uninsured motorist?
Driving a car is fraught with
danger to the guy behind the
wheel and others. The privilege
of doing so should come with
the basic responsibility to make
right what you damage. That's

not asking too much, and that's
all mandatory insurance is
asking.
Arizona has not had
mandatory insurance that long,
and the state should take some
time for its benefits to be
realized.
It's logical to assume that if
everyone has insurance and is
responsible for his or her own
damage, that all rates should be
lower.
(If the insurance industry can't
make that happen, then maybe
the insurance industry needs
more "guidance." The threat of

Car Sales Rise In November

A

jump in domestic
automakers' sales in
late
November
combined with a
strong annual sales rate to raise
hopes that the industry's
recovery is here to stay.
Domestic automakers reported
Thursday a 22.9 percent rise in
vehicle sales in the period from
Nov. 21-30. Vehicle sales for the
month were up 11 percent,
including imports.
The projected annual sales
rate for domestic cars for late
November was 7.3 million the
third time this year the estimate
has gone over 7 million during a
J O-day period.
The sales figures joined a
series of reports Thursday
.
•

showing the economy is
improving modestly. Those
included figures showing
factory orders grew for the
second straight month, new
claims for jobless benefits fell
again and the productivity of
American workers continued to
improve.
"I think we 're going to
continue to see improvements
over the next six to nine months.
It's picking up," said Jay
Leopold, an analyst with Legg
Mason Wood Walker Inc. in
Baltimore.
The industry, including
imports, showed a 26.7 percent
rise for truck sales in all of
November and a 3 percent
increase in car sales.

Domestic automakers' truck
sales rose 37.4 percent in the
10-day period, while car sales
showed a 14.5 percent increase
from the same period last year.
The projected annual sales
rate for the entire month for
domestic cars was 6.2 million.
The projected rate for trucks
was 4.6 million for both the
month and the 10-day period.
The jump in sales was due
largely to a strong spurt at the
end of the month, said Tom
Webb, chief economist for the
National Automobile Dealers
Association.
For the month, Ford reponed
car sales up 20.6 percent over
November 1991 and truck sales
up 19.5 percent.

BUCKLE-UP DURING THE
HOLIDAYS.

that should inspire them.)
In any event, we need more
experience with this, more
success at getting all drivers
insured, to see how well
mandatory insurance really
works. We'll never know if we
give up so soon.
Much of the hollering about
mandatory insurance came from
an incompletely designed
system for drivers and insurance
companies to comply with the
state requirement.
Out-of-staters and people

insured
by
out-of-state
companies particularly had
problems with insurance
companies not issuing the
paperwork demanded by the
state.
And, of course, confusion
reigns when there is a big
required change in bureaucratic
documentation.
Rather than chucking the notoverly-demanding requirement
that people who drive are
responsible for their driving, we
shou_~_d ~rying to make

insurance more available and
affordable.•
~:
t
Possibl y that could be ~
accomplished by a large risk ;
pool for bare-bones policies. ·
Maybe experimentation with nofault insurance is an answer.
Anyway, that's the way to
attack this beast -- not letting :
people without financial •
responsibility run around our ·
streets in a vehicle that can kill
and maim.

T~e best tires at the best
price & the best service
Guaranteed*

James White, President
The best prices on the best tires with
the best service guaranteed? Its all alt
my Goodyear Certified Auto Service
Centers.
So t he next time your car needs
service or repair- Come see us.

69

15

r - - - - - - -: - - - - - , r - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
1

95 Service Includes:

11

88 Off~r _Includes:

3553 "'1err111 Ave.

1 Riverside, CA 92056

As About Our
Nationwide
Service
Warranty

•• Replace~
and shoes
II
•·Dra,n
ool & replace I.IP to s 1 1-800-69-11 RE1
I
Repack beanngs on non
qtJ/.lOwt
I
drive axles
II
• FREE-12pt. vehicle
f
I
I
• Resurlace/dnJms/rotors
I I ~ cars and · · inspection
I
I er!:'
Inspect calipers, Wheel
I I light trucks • FREE-4 tire rocation
I
Goodyear Certified Auto .
I
Cytnders & hydraulics
Lube Oil & Filter • lnsta_ll newfilte~
Service Centers Inland
I
• Actust and road test
II
• Lubricate chaSSIS
f
~------------.J L------------.J
Empire Tire, Inc.

:::•a, .

- - ~ - - - ~ - -~ - - - - - - - - - :.::..:..-........

SPECIAL LIMITED - TIME OFFER

~··

AT ORANGE $HOW LINCOLN MERCURY

VW

I

Probe
Preferred Equipment Package 253A

$99PERMO. ..
CAN DELIVER.-

HUNTING FOR THE BEST VALUE?
CATCH THIS MERCURY COUGAR LS
NOWAT
The 92 _Cougar offers looks and distinctive style
and is also a terrific value! Because with this special
short-time offer you can catch many luxury features
for a lot less than Cougar's nearest competitor.

..

•I

., STANDARD FEATURES
. •3.8 V-6 engine

A

•Automatic overdrive transmission
• •Air conditioner
•Power front disc/rear drum brakes
•Front and rear stabilizer bars
•Interval windshield wipers
•Tinted glass

•IS" aluminum wheels
•AM/FM stereo cassette radio
•Power driver's seat
•Electric rear window defroster
•Speed control
•Tilt steering wheel
•Power lock/light groups
•And much more!

Total Yehical and options'
Less California discount1
Less option pacbgt discount1
Less dealer discount
Yourprict'

------

ANY NEW CAR
in our inventory on:
A.approved credit
A.No Credit?
A.First time buyer?
A.Credit Problems In The Past?

$14,999

.,.

~

I ,cort LX 3-Door
l'refrrrl.'d Equipment Pack.:ige 320A/321A

I ,plon'r XL--t Door -t,2
Prd,•rrcd Equipm,'nl P.:ick.:ig,' 9-lO \

Call us at

We can_ sell
you_ a car!

18,319
1,soo
850
1,970

14,999

393-9331.

\1t1stJng LX S1.'dJn
Prl'fcrrcd Equipment P.:ickage 2-lO;\

HURRY, THIS CAT MOVES FAST!
ORANGE SHOW LINCOLN MERCURY
1600 CAMINO REAL
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408
714-889-3514

,.
.,
.,

\

I

Mlllullc1-·•
~ Afllil Price~ .....ion. dtMly Ind Calitomil .......; th 111d nlll. I Oilcoulll oni, fflillllll IO
...... ol Ille 11Mt ol Clillor._, ) PICIIIVt uw,gs M.S.11.P. o1,... . _ M.S.11.P. ol lllllionl ~ NPl(llt!J.
OIi

s.. ,. ~ Molo<IJ lor - - .--

4480 Chino Hills Pkwy,
Chino
(714) 393-9331

F-350 \LI I .:iriat -t,3 Crl'w Cab
Prcfrrred Equipment 1'.:ickagc 67 1,\

FORD

All Cars are: subject to rpior sales, plus tax, license, &
Documentation Fees, and Approved Credit, Customer
Requested options are extra.

Classifieds & Legals
The Black Voice News

HELP
WANTED
* AIRLINE JOBS*
Fllght attendants &
Other Occupations.
Alrllnes now hiring.
Call 1-800-998-0720.
Ext. A2000 CA.

MEDICAL

PAZLEE- a new
gospel
choral
organization
for
young adults, Is now
accepting members.
Currently we are
recruiting vocallsts,
musicians, actors and
dancers.* If you have
these talents and
desire to use them for
the glory of God, we
would llke to hear
from you. For more
details please call

Diamond Health care
seeking RN'S, CNA's,
LVN's, Home Health
Aides (909) 274 - 9513. (909)
885-0877.
* between the ages of

PSYCHIATRIC
ABUSE OF
INSURANCE
FRAUD!

•

••'

l; Anyone

13-20.
PRINCIPAL

PERSONNEL
ANALYST

having
: knowledge of abuse
; or fraudulent billing
, practices at local
· ; psychiatric facilities
: or private Institutions
z call
citizens
i commission
on
'. human rights at 1-800~ 869-CCHR Now.

Thursday, December 10, 1992, ..
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The State of Nevada
seeks an experienced
personnel analyst to
perform
position
classification and
personnel
pollcy
research. Requires
three years of position
classlflcatlon
experience
and
proven analytical,
verbal, Interpersonal

DIRECTOR
RELATIONS
University of Redlands

and writing skills.
Salary up to $42,603.
Announced 11 /16/92
until further notice.
For Information call
Ruth Jones (702) 6873713. AA/EOE.

air/heat, 2 car garage, $225,000 - 1 acre
near
elementary horse property 2,500
school. Come and sq ft. - custom home 4
stretch out. Only bdrm 2-1/2 bath, fam
room with fire place,
$89,500 all terms.
kitchen with nook,
PRELUDE
TO fenced.
SOMETHING
BIG.
Double doors open $229,000 - Custom
Into
a
doubly home 2,900 + sq ft, 3
spacious home on 1 bdrm, 2 bath, 3
acre
of
horse fireplaces, private
FEEL CONFINED? property. The 4 bdrm, patio with spa, office
Give yourself space In 2-1/2 ba, custom and study, horse
this 2900 + sq. ft., 3 beauty
offers property.
bdrm, 2 ba, custom amenities only custom
home. Also Included, beauty
offers; For the above homes
formal & Informal amenities only custom for sale call (909) 780dining, fam room, 3 can provide.
For 1633 and ask for
fireplaces, upgrades added space In land Beverly.
and
space
In and home call doubly
abundance,. 69 fenced fast. Only $225,000.
Moreno Vallev
horse
property.
4 bedroom, 2.5 bat'h
Unconflnlng design & PROUD 1ST STEP - plus Bonus room,
footage combine for Take yours In owning 1,900 sq ft, $155,000,
real llve-ablllty.
this 3 bdrm, 1-3/4 ba, pool.
famlly
kitchen
charmer.
2-car 3 bedroom, 2.5 bath
MORE THAN 2 OR 3 garage,
air/heat, over 1,500 sq ft.,
KIDS? Room enough sprinklers, fenced and model
perfect,
for an above average manicured yard for $129,300.
sized family In this 5 your pleasure. Don't
bdrm, 1-3/4 ba, family doddle! Run to see, Lease Option for 12-24
rm w/flreplace, forced only $109,9001
months corner lot, 3
bedroom 2.5 bath
HUMAN RESOUR ES
1,400 sq ft present all
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
offers, $10,000 move
In.
MANAGER

Houses For
Sale

University of Redlands

We are searching for an administrator to be
espon~ible for management and maintenance of
. he ma1or-donor prospect resea_rch program an_d
!Jle maior-donor prospect tracking system. Will
plan and coordinate donor cultivation/recognition
1 ,vents, and assist in the donor stewardship program.
1

Bachelor's Degree required, master's preferred.
2-3 years experience in a related field with demon-

strated writing and research ability. Exceptional
:interpersonal and research skills required, along
• ith 1 breadth and depth of understanding of the
'Glniversity, and the departments mission.
~

this is a full-time administrative position with an

We are searching for an administrator to maintain
the automated payrolVpersonnel system, supervise
the Payroll Coordinator, and identify/develop/provide needed reports and date.
Bachelor's Degree preferred in Business, or equivalent experience in administration/management in
higher education, Training in report generator
(4GL), word processing, and spreadsheet. Must
have experience in supervision, accounting, budgeting, and automated payroll/personnel. Strong
analytical skills, good interpersonal and communication skills, and ability to plan and prioritize. Must
be able to safely lift 30 lbs, push, and possess
communicative skills needed to meet with a variety
of other University members in their offices.

APARTMENT
FOR RENT

$1000 move In fee & 1
mo. free rent w/ 1 yr.
lease 909-889-4711.

Suner Sharn

3 br/:fig. Baths Selle}s
Super Motivated. Tile
Roof. Manicured front
and back lawn. Below
mkt $113,000 Agent
Vickie 909-783-9620.

Brand
Spanking New

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

over 1,800 sq. ft. state
-of-the-art
home.
Approx. 1/3 Acre. 3
br/2 baths. Agent
Vickie 783-9620.

Human Resources Center
1200 E. Colton Ave.
P.O. Box 3080
Redlands, CA 92373-0999
EOE

Human Resources Center
1200 E. Colton Ave.
P.O. Box 3080
Redlands, CA 92373-0999
EOE

FICTITIOUS BUSINF.SS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as
SHADES OF ART

excellent benefits package.
Interested candidates please send cover letter, Qualified candidates submit cover letter, resume
resume with salary history, and 3 professional ref- with salary history and three professional refererences by 12/18/92 5:00 p.m. to:
ences by December 23, 1992 at 5:00 p.m. to :

ft=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;===~=====----------====:.I 3557 A. Main St.

DI AMITE

Rlverslde, CA 92503
MYRA S. PARKER

Lowers cholesterol and blood pressure, fights fatigue, fights
SITeSS.

I

********
Try our new

Aloe Vera Plus Juice.
********
Plus many more products. (Distributor needed.)
C¼•en & Art Forb1..•s

(909)

653-8348

Grand Opening

Shades
OfArl
.91. {jaffery
Specializing In fine multi-ethic
art, posters & collectables

!557A main shet.
Riverside, CA
( 909) 683-1576
Hours:
Mon-Fri 10-6
Saturday 10-4

i:_::,ci~~%01
This business Is conducted by
an Individual.
ls/Myra s . Parker
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
flctltlous business name or
names listed above on NIA
The flllng of this stlltement
does not Itself authorize the
use In this state or a fldltlous
business name In violation of
the rights or another under
federal, stste, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk or Riverside
County on 10/29/92
I hereby c:ertlfy that this copy
ls a correct copy of the original
statement on flle In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.927931
p/U/3/10/17124/'12
F1CTITIOUS BUSINF.SS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as
DF.SERT PALM
INVESTMENTS
47340 J effel'!JOn Street
Indio, CA 92201
D.H S. F1NANCIAL, INC.
9016 Wilshire Blvd Suite 880
Beverly HIiis, CA 90211
Callromla
This business Is conducted b:,
a Corporation.
IC/ D.HS. Flnandal, Inc.
/S&T/ D.H. Smith, President
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on NIA.
The flllng or this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use In this state or a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights or another under
federal, stste, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 11/17/'12
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on flle In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
CountY Clerk FILENo.928191
p/U/3/10/17/24/'12
F1CTITIOUS BUSINF.SS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as
SHOPPING SPREE
10800 Hole #15

Riverside, CA 92505
DEBORAHA K. BALDWIN
13123 16 SL West #13
Lancaster, CA 93534
This business ls conducted by
an lndlvklual .

/s/Deboraha K. Baldwin
This registrant commenced to
transad business under the
flctltlous business name or
names listed above on lOIJ./92.
The filing or this statement
does not Itself authorize the
u,e In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation or
the rights or another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
CountY Clerk or Riverside
CountY on 10/27/'12
I hereby certify that this copy
ls a correct copy of the original
statement on flle In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.927687
p/WW,12/3/i0/17/92
FlCTmous BUSINF.SS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as
RJ's MAINTENANCE
1104Fullerton Ave.
Corona, CA 91719
RUSSELL DEAN
JORGENSEN
1104Fullerton Ave.
Corona, CA 91719
This business Is conducted by
an lndlvklual.
ls/Russell Dean Jorgensen
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
flctltlous business name or
names llfled above on NIA
The filing or this statement
does not Itself authorize the
u,e In this state of a flctltlous
business name In violation or
the rights or another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 eL seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk or Riverside
County on 10/20/'12
I hereby certify that this cop:,
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on flle In my offlce.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.927573
/p/ll/19/26/,12/3/10/92
FlCTmous BUSINF.SS
NAME STATEMENT
The following penon(s) Is
(are) doing business as
MDARECORDS
12047 Racket Ct.,
Moreno Valley, CA '12387
MILER SYSTEMS
12047 Racket Ct.,
Moreno Valley, CA 92387
D.J. MUSIC GROUP
12047 Racket Ct.,
Moreno Valley, CA 92387
D.HS. F1NANCIAL, INC.
JOHN CASABLANCAS
CENTER OF SAN DIEGO,
INC.
12047 Racket Ct.,
Moreno Valley, CA 92387
CALIFORNIA
This business Is conducted by

aCorpontlon.
/C/The John Casablancas

Center or San Diego, Inc.
/S&T/ Rod MIiier/ President
This registrant commenced to
transad business under the
flctltlous business name or
names listed above on 10-8-'12
The flllng or this ststement
does nCK Itself authorize the
u,e In this state of a fictitious
buslne11 name In violation or
the rights or another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk or Riverside
CountY on 11/17/92
I hereby certify that this cop:,
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on flle In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FlLE-No.928362
p/U/10/17/24/31192
FlCTmous BUSINF.SS
NAME STATEMENT
The following penon(s) Is
(are) doing business as
REAL TRUCK REPAIR
330 H. Sherman Ave.
Corona,CA 91720
GREGORY JOHN DEL
VECCHIO, JR,
2901 Hemloch Pl.
Fullerton, CA '126.11
This business Is conducted by
an Individual.
/t/G,J. Del Vecchio
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
flctltlous business name or
names listed above on 8112192
The flllng or this statement
does not Itself authorbe the
u,e In this state of a flctltlous
business name In vlolatlon or
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 eL seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
CountY Clerk of Riverside
CountY on 12/01192
I hereby certify that th!, copy
II a correct copy of the original
statement on flle In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
Count:, Clerk
FILE No.928471
/p/,U/3/10/17/24/92
F1CTmou s BUSINF.SS
NAME STAT EMENT
The following person(s) Is

(are) doing business as

THE HELPING HAND
2450 Market St.
Riverside, CA 92501
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
GROUP HOME
2450 Marllet St.
Rlverskle, CA 92501
CALIFORNIA
JANOIA JOSEPH
2450 Market St.
Riverside, CA 92501

BE'irY JO MATHES
2450 Marllet St.
Riverside, CA 92501
This business Is conducted by
a Non-Proflt.
/Cl Northern Califom la
Group Home
/s&I/Betty J. Mathes (Partner)
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
flctltlous business name or
names Isled above on 8112192
The flllng or this statement
does not Itself authorize the
ll!le In this state or a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 eL seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on U/03/92
I hereby certify that this copy
ls a correct copy or the original
statement on flle In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
F1LE No.928520
/p/U/1O/l7/24/31192
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S
SALE·
No. 00102
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST
DATED AUG. 2, 1989
UNLF.SS YOU TAKE
ACTION TO PR<YfECT
YOUR PROPERTY, IT MAY
BE SOLD AT A PUBLIC
SALE. IF YOU NEED AN
EXPLANATION OF THE
NATURE OF THE
PROCEEDING AGAINST
YOU, YOU SHOULD
CONTACT A LAWYER.
On December 23, 1992, at
11:00 a.m. DAVID O. SMITH,
as duly appointed Trustee
under the deed of trust
recorded on August 2, Official
Records In the office or the
county Recorder or Rlverskle
County, Callfomla,
WILL SELL AT PUBLIC
AUCTION TO THE
HlGHFSf BIDDER FOR
CASH. CASWER'S CHECK,
OR CERTIF1ED CHECK
(payable at time or sale In
lawful money of the United
States) at 4050 N. Main SL
Riverside, Callfomla, all right,
title, and Interest conveyed to
and now held county,
Callfomla, described as LOT
76 OF TRACT 18n2-2, AS
SHOWN BY MAP ON FILE
IN BOOK 143 PAGE 34 TO
36, OF MAPS, Records of
Riverside County, Riverside,

California.
Trustor or record owner:
DANIEL L BASS, a single
man, or 9562 BALL RD. #7,
ANAHEIM, CA '12884, or
8802 ANNAPOLIS AVE.,
ANAHEIM, CA '12804-6203.
The street address and other
common designation, If any, of
the real property described
above Is: 25060 DANA LANE,
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92388.
the undersigned Trustee
disclaims any llablllty for any
Incorrectness of the street
address and other common
designation, If any.
The sale will be made without
convenant or warranty,
express or Implied, regarding
title, possession, or
encumbrances, to pay the
unpakl balance or the note
secured by the deed or trust In
the amount of $21,607.78,
lncludJng as provided In the
note(s), advances, If any, under
the terms or the deed or tnist,
fees, charges, and expenses of
the Trustee and or the trusts
created by the deed of trust.
Notice of default and election
to sell the described real
property under the deed or
trust was recorded In Book
No. 1992, page 318219 In the
Offlclal Records or Riverside
County, Riverside, CallfornlL
Trustee or party conducting
sale:
DAVID 0. SMITH Esq
4610 Central Ave.
Riverside, California, 92506 as
the Trustee
Date: November 25, 1992

Ip/ WW,U/3110/92
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S
SALE
F1LE NO. 6629·1
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST,
DATED April f, 1988,
UNLF.SS YOU TAKE
ACTION TO PROTECT
YOUR PROPERTY, IT MAY
BE SOLD AT PUBLIC SALE.
IF YOU NED AN
EXPLANATION OF THE
NATURE OF THE
PROCEEDING AGAINST
YOU, YOU SHOULD
CONTACT A LAWYER.
Stan-Shaw Corporation, a
California Corpontlon, as

..

duly appointed Trustee under
the following described Deed -..
orTrust WILL SELL AT
•
PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE
4
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR
CASH or as set forth In
section 2924th of the CMI
.;
code, all right, title and
..
Interest conveyed to and now
held under said Deed or Trust
In the property hereinafter
described:

TRUSTOR: Lastenla Wager, ·v
a married woman as her sole ·
and separate property
• 1,:
BENEF1CIARY: Overland ~
Bank, a Callfomla Banking Corporation
~
Recorded April 8, 1988 as lnst.." f
No. 93334, of Offldal Records -,.
In the office of the Recorder of:
I·•
Riverside County;
:
SAID DEED OF TRUST
<i
FURTHERSECUREDBY -~
DEED OF TRUST
• i::
RECORDEDAUGUST18, ~
1988 as Instrument #234744 ...,
SAID Deed Of Trust descrll>G
the followln& property:
Northwest quarter of the
Southeast quarter of the
Southeast quarter of the
Northeast quarter or Section
24, Township 3 South, Range 5
West of San Bernardino B~••
Merkllan.

!

-------- &

MAY BE ALW KNOWN AS:;
17'128 Twin Lakes Drive,
·.:I.
Riverside, CA '12504
•(Ir a stress address or
,..
common designation Is shownabove, no warranty Is given . to Its completeness or
-~
correctness).•

,,

The beneficiary under said .:•
Deed of Trust, by reason of
breach or default In the
•
obligations secured thereby, ·;
heretofore executed and
••
delivered to the undersigned
wrlteen Declaration or Defauli.
and Demand for Sale, and ·,
"Written notice or breach and of
election to cause the
undersigned to sell said
property to satisfy sakl
obligations, and thereafter ~tc.
undersigned caused said notl ' ~
or breach and election to be -.:.,
recorded September 2, 1992
later, No. 331298, of Offklal ~:_i
Records In the office of the -~~
Recorder of Riverside Cou~~a

ii

Said lawa wlll be made, but -- ~
wltboutconvenantor
warnnt:,, express or Implied,-,
regarding title, possession, or \
encumbrances, to pay the
i
remaining principal sum or th;
obligations secured by said
:
Deed of Trust, with Interest as 1
sakl note provided, advances, :
If any, under the terms or said
Deed of Trust, fees, charges 1
and expenses or the Trustee l
an4 or the Trusts and or the
Trusts created by said Deed o'i
Trust. Said sale will be held I
on January 11, 1993, 3:30 PM
at the main Street entrance to [
the County Courthouse, 4050 •
Main Street, Riverside, CA. : •

I
I
i

.•~
...

Thi! total amount or the
~ ; •
unpaid balance of the
1
obligation secured by said
property to be sold, together )
with Interest, late charges, a""
ESTIMATED costs, expenses,;
and advances, as or the date ,
hereof, Is $170,399.77.
Stan-Shaw Corporation, as ,
sakl Trustee
:
140 E. Chaparral Court, Sultti
130
Anaheim HIils, CA '12808
:
(714) 6.17•2511
I
/p/12/10/17/24/'12

l

I
i
I
I

F01'

NOTICE OF REQUEST
Q UOTATION
•
Notice Is hereby given that th4
Building Corporation or the :
South East Air QualltY
Management District 'WIii
1
receive sealed bids for the
l
design and construction or an :
approximately 40,000 square :
root recreational park on
undeveloped land at the
1
Headquarters In Diamond :
Bar, CA, until 2:00 PM, PS.TT
Tuesday, January 19, 1993. M
that time bids will be publicly:
opened, examined, and read l
aloud.
:
A conference for all
1
prospective bidders will be :
held at 2:00 PM on Tuesday :
December 22, 1992, conierenqe
room CC2, 21865 E. Copley :
Drive, Diamond Bar.
1
All bids must be In writing, :
must be 1ealed, and must be l
plainly marked on the outsklit"BID ON PROJECT NO.
t
9293,15." Any bkl received :
for any ~ whatsoever :
after the commencement of :
the opening or the bids will not
be considered for any pu~
but will be returned, unopenejt

!
l

to bidder.
~,
Each bklder must submit a bl
to the Owner, addressed to
Lester Juon, Purchasing
1
Manager, on the standard
forms available In the office o}
Davkl Auten, Business
:
Services Manager, Telephone :
No. (909) 396-2041.
l
The District reserves the right
to reject an:, and all bids. Alll

I

CONTINUED ON

B-!U

I",
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APUBLIC SALE IF YOU NEED AN recorded 08/19/1 !:1112 m !look East 467.51 feel to the True Point
EXPLANATION OF THE NATURE Page Inst No. 309589 of said of Beginning; Thence North o·
FROM
OF THE PROCEEDING AGAINST Official Records, will Sell on 15' oo· West 331 .85 feet to the
went
lo
work
in order lo
YOU, YOU SHOULD CONTACT A 12/2311992 at 2:30 P.M. at THE Northerly line of said Lot 83·
take care of his mother and
LAWYER.
SIXTH STREET ENTRANCE TO Thence along said Northerly line:
Notice of Trustee's Sale Under THE CORONA CIVIC CENTER South 89' 45' West 7 feet to the
the two youngest children.
Deed of Trust
BUILDING 815 W. SIXTH ST Northeast corner of the land
the Eisenhower team for having a
still
being
in
the
game,"
noted
Upon securing his
Notice is hereby given that CORONA, CA at public auction, to described in the Deed to Gregory
very good season and a inspired
mother's future, he joined
BENEFICIAL
MANAGEMENT the highest bidder for cash L. Jones and wife Gloria J. re- Eric. "It was a shock to me."
CORPORATION OF AMERICA, as (payable at the lime of sale in corded November 21 , 1979 as
the Army-Air Force in
Baby bull and rush specialist, playoff run ............ .
trustee, or successor trustee or lawful money of the United Instrument No. 248610, Riverside
1938. In the face of World
Anthony
Smith
had
two
sacks
and
substituted trustee pursuant to States), all right, tiUe, and interest, County Records; Thence along
War II, he was sent lo
the Deed of Trusl executed by conveyed to and now held by it the Easterly line of said land of now leads the league with 13.5 QB
Mountain
of
Youth
DANIEL P. COLE AND LAURA L under said Deed of Trust in the Jones, South o· 15' oo· East
Australia En route to his
.....oops......I mean Fountain: The
COLE, HUSBAND AND WIFE AS property situated in said County 331.85 feet to said Southerly line baggings.......•...
assignment
the transport
'Shack Attack', Shaquillie O'Neal,
JOINT TENANTS Recorded and State and described as fol· of said Lot 83; Thence along said
ship that he was on sunk by
12/03/1991 in Book Page Inst. lows: LOT 33 OF TRACT 5513, AS Southerly line, North 89' 46' 30'
Trivia Question: Who holds made his only appearance at the
No. 417912 of Official Records in SHOWN BY MAP ON FILE IN East 7 feet to the True Point of
enemy fire. Ensuingly, he
the office of the County Recorder BOOK 80, PAGES 91 THROUGH Beginning, as described by that the NBA record for highest scoring Sports Arena against the L.A.
was
awarded
the
of RIVERSIDE County, California, 94, OF MAPS, RECORDS OF certain Deed to Gregory L. Jones average in a season? ...•.••.•....•
Clippers and he and his Orlando
prestigious Purple Hean.
and pursuant to the Notice of RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFOR- and wife, Gloria J. recorded June
Magic teammates were upstaged
At the conclusion of the
Default and Election to Sell there- NIA. A.P. NUMBER: AP# 239-292· 23, 1981 as Instrument No.
under recorded 06/01/1992 in 005-2 The street address and 116585 of Official Records. Note:
Sooner or Later: Rialto by Ken Norman and Ron Harper in
war, William, now a
Book Page Inst No. 198848 of other common designation, if Monument fee assessment re- Eisenhower's CIF Divisiona t a 122-104 defeat
Master Sergeant, was
said Official Records, will Sell on any, of the real property de- quired
by County, amount
The
Clippers
are
showing
the
stationed
at March Air
12/17/1992
at
2:30
P.M
.
at
THE
s10.oo.
A.P.
NUMBER:
274-210·
championship
dreams
came
to
a
scribed
above
is
purported
to
be:
12110/92
SIXTH STREET ENTRANCE TO 2845 LITCHFIELD DRIVE RIVER- 045-Hhe street address and crash in the semifinals, at the league they are the 'Real Deal',
Force Base. In August of
SUPERIOR COURT OF
THE CORONA CIVIC CENTER SIDE, CA 92509 The undersigned other common designation, if hands of La Puente B1·shop Amat,
1943, he met Dorothy Mae
after soundly beating the Magic.
BUILDING 815 W. SIXTH ST. Trustee disclaims any liability for any, of the real property de·
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
Nichols,
a
U.S.O.
CORONA,
CA
at
public
auction,
to
RIVERSIDE FAMILY LAW
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Lester M. Jason
Purchasing Manager
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Request For Proposal

Subscribe

The Voice Mak,e s A
Great Stacking, Stuffer.

REQUESTING SUB BIDS ON ALL
TRADES

Ebony Crest Beauty Salon
Anniversary

REQUESTING SUB BIDS ON ALL
TRADES

A

T

START

From Quallfled MBE/DBE/WBE/DVBE
Subcontractors & Suppliers for the following

project:

From Qualified MBE/DBE/WBE/DVBE
Subcontractors & Suppliers for the following
project:

10 CLASSROOM ADDITION-TO DELLA
LINDLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
PALM SPRINGS UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
BIDS DUE: DECEMBER 16, 1992 AT 10:00 AM

10 CLASSROOM ADDITION TO DESERT
SPRINGS MIDDLE SCHOOL
PALM SPRINGS UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
BIDS DUE: DECEMBER 15, 1992 AT 2:00 PM

OAKVIEW CONSTRUCTION, INC.
P.O. Box 1321
Yucaipa, CA 92399
(909) 795-0990 FAX (909) 795-3150

OAKVIEW CONSTRUCTION, INC.
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CELEBRATING 20 YEARS
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Just Come In And
Say Hello!

As WE LEAVE Tms YEAR
WE ARE OFFERING GREAT
HAIR SALES!
•ALL SERVICES!
•STYLED HAIRCUTS
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•CURLS

•WEAVES

•NAILS

P.O. Box 1321
Yucaipa, CA 92399
(909) 795-0990 FAX (909) 795-3150
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